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Gas market report goes to supervisors
By Marty Weybret
A hastily prepared report on a state gasoline marketing plan will go before the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors today.
Governor Reagan proposed Monday an even-odd gasoline sales plan, similar to
the one in Oregon, to be adopted in every county willing to declare itself an
emergency area.
Sig Sanchez board of supervisors chairman received word of the plan yesterday
in a telegram from Sacramento.
The state directed Santa Clara County to decide whether or not it was an
emergency area within 24 hours of the time the message left the Capitol (3:59 p.m.,
Monday).

"We can not respond intelligently in 24 hours," Sanchez complained. "We don’t
even know how well our voluntary plan is working now."
Sanchez said County Executive Howard Campen will prepare a report comparing the state’s proposal and the program already underway in the county.
Although the deadline for the board to meet the state’s request was yesterday
afternoon, Sanchez said Campen would not report to the supervisors until today.
As it now stands, many local service stations have voluntarily decided to sell gas
to motorists with even numbered plates on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and
to odd numbered vehicles on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Under Reagan’s plan, drivers with even numbered plates could buy gasoline on
even numbered days of each month. Sundays would be open to all motorists.

State courts
can’t make
Nixon testify

Courts deny
ballot forms
to professor

Cold Blood concert in question

SJSU Prof. Jack Kurzweil, announced candidate for Santa Clara
County tax assessor, said today, "I am
going to get those papers, and will be on
the ballot."
Kurzweil was denied nomination
papers because he refused to pay the
$700 filing fee, saying in part that it is
"exhorbitant," and "arbitrarily set."
Joyce Sogg, Kurzweil’s attorney,
said, "Court action will be taken in
order to force the Registrar of Voters to
give nomination papers to Kurzweil
without him having to pay the fee."

By George Fuller
Scott Piering, promoter of the recent
Cold Blood, Elvin Bishop ccneert,
refused Monday to refund any ticket
monies.
"I can’t refund the money," said
Piering. "Refunds must be made the
night of the concert.
"Too much time has gone by,"
continued Piering, "I could only pay it
if the arrangements were worked out
the night of the concert, in the heat of
battle."
The Cold Blood concert was held Feb.
14, in the mens gym. A faulty sound
system caused Elvin Bishop, after
playing only four songs, to ask the
audience to demand refunds and then
he stomped off the stage. Dave Pacheco
A.S. Treasurer, termed the concert a

’rip off.’
The result being the A.S. Council
formed a committee to investigate the
problems.
When the committee met at 4 p.m. in
the S.U. Pacheco Room, Joseph Inyena,
A.S. Councilmen, questioned the
promoter at length as to the causes of
the problems.
At times defending himself and at
other times excepting responsibility,
Piering fielded questions from all sides.
When asked if he thought the students
had been ripped off, Piering replied,
"They got a complete show,
fragmented as it was."
As for the inept sound system,
Piering accepted responsibility. "My
financial backers convinced me that
they had a good sound system," said

Piering.
"They talked with the bands concerned and received their permission,
but the system just wasn’t right," he
added.
"It was pretty unprofessional of me,
and I should have known better," said
Piering.
Lack of policy was cited as being a
major cause of difficulties, said
Pacheco.
"Many areas lack written policy,"
said Pacheco. "Payment procedure is
not covered by policy, nor is security,"
he continued.
Ted Gehrke, Program Commission
adviser, told the committee that he had
drawn up a list of guidelines, that when
finalized, will provided a written policy
for dealing with outside promoters."

By Janet Parker
Third World and minority group
leaders on campus reacted with surprise to Gov. Reagan’s statement
yesterday that persons who accepted
food in the Hearst distribution plan are
"aiding and abetting lawlessness."
In contrast, most agree that they
would be among those persons who
would willingly accept the free food if
they were in the position to do so.
"People who accept the food point to
the reality of widespread poverty in this
country," Firouz Sedarat, Third World
Coalition member, said.
He added, when the public sees the
hundreds of persons standing in lines to
receive the food on television, it should
make them think twice about the real
standard of living in this country.
"It (the kidnapping) is a very un-

fortunate tactic," Sedarat said.
However, he added that people are
hungry and they certainly should accept the food if they are needy.
Sedarat said he would accept it
himself if it were possible.
Arturo
Quesada,
Community
Congress representative to student
council, said he disputes Reagan’s
recent statement.
"If you’re hungry you have no
choice," Quesada said. "A lot of people
in the poverty state need food."
He also said he does not agree with
the Symbionese Liberation Army
tactic. They are a "counterrevolutionary" group, he said.
"But people who do collect food
shouldn’t be considered criminals,"
Quesada said. "If I were hungry I’d be
there to accept it too."

David Piper, a member of the Black
Student’s Organizing Committee,
disagreed with the governor’s opinion.
Piper said if Reagan considers his
statement true, then every time the
governor actively supports President
Nixon he also is "aiding and abetting
lawlessness."

WASHINGTON ( AP ) Lawyers for
President Nixon said yesterday that no
tate court can command the president
(f the United States to appear before its
bench.
Such a move "would open the door to
n unwarranted, unfettered, and an
unconstitutional imposition" upon his
office, the lawyers said.
The White House position was
utlined in a brief filed in D.C. Superior
Court. The court is considering whether
the President must testify in a case now
pending in Los Angeles against former
White House adviser John D. Ehrlichman.
Nixon was subpoenaed last month by
California Superior Court Judge
Gordon Ringer as "a material and
necessary witness." The subpoena was
forwarded to the District of Columbia
court for service.
"In the 187 years since our Constitution was adopted no court, federal
or state, has held that the president of
the United States can be compelled to
testify in person in compliance with a
summons," said the White House brief
filed by presidential lawyer James D.
St. Clair.
"The office of the president of the
United States cannot be subjected to the
command of any state court," he said.
Such an order, St. Clair contended,
would pave the way for similar actions
"by each of the courts in all of the 50
states. Therefore, we ask this court to
reject this California state court’s
assertion of sovereignty over the
president of the United States."
Ehrlichman’s lawyers have until
March 8 to file an answer.
The President’s lawyers can respond
until March 13. A hearing on the matter
is scheduled by Chief Judge Harold H.
Greene on March 15.
The California judge had ordered
Nixon to testify at a pre-trial hearing
scheduled for Feb. 25. But the date was
allowed to slide because the subpoena
took eight days to get from Los Angeles
to Washington and there was not
enough time left for a hearing in the
capital.
Ehrlichman is charged with conspiracy, burglary and perjury in
connection with the Labor Day 1971
break-in at the office of Dr. Louis
Fielding,
Daniel
Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist. Two others also are
charged with burglary.
They contend the President’s
testimony is needed to support their
claim that they were acting as federal
agents on a national security mission.
The White House cited precedents
going back to President Thomas Jefferson.
"The principle which has clearly
evolved from the historical and legal
precedent bearing on the subject is that
federal and state courts cannot consistent with the separation of powers
...compel a chief executive officer to
appear in person to testify in compliance with a subpoena," the brief
, said "In the case of the president of the
United States the constitutional
authority for this proposition is uniistakably clear."

Jack Kurzweil

The governor said this might encourage some gas stations to stay open on
Sundays. This probably does not voilate the spirit of President Nixon’s request to
close service stations on Sundays, Reagan said, because the request assumed
there were no other restrictions on gasoline sales.
Further details of the Reagan plan were scheduled to be announced yesterday, a
fact Sanchez criticized in view of the state’s demand for quick action.
He was also critical of county by county implementation of the plan. If it has
merit it should be adopted statewide, "so we have uniformity," Sanchez said.
If Santa Clara County decides to adopt the state’s mandatory restrictions on
gasoline sales, it could become effective as early as Friday.

Piering says ’no ticket refunds’

KSJS fate uncertain 1 1
i$asAcademicCouncill Remark surprises minorities
studies funding ,
Determination of the future of KSJS
radio was delayed Monday when the
Academic Council curriculum subcommittee reported it is still studying
the question.
Dr. Richard Whitlock, dean of undergraduate studies, said
the
curriculum priority of the radio station
has many implications and a definite
recommendation will come at the
committee’s March 11 meeting.
The committee is determining
whether or not KSJS will be included in
the curricula.
In January the Executive Committee
of the Academic Council directed the
Curriculum Committee to consider the
question Whitlock termed as "What
(KSJS) will gove to the University in
terms of curricular experience?"
According to Whitlock, a member of
the subcommittee, the decision involves sifting through input from the
Journalism and Drama Departments
( which use KSJS facilities) and that the
decision will also be influenced by
funding sources and amounts.
Currently KSJS is allocated $5,745 by
the A.S. Council. Other funding comes
from departmental budgets that
allocate space for facilities, equipment
and faculty.
Whitlock mentioned the University
Instructional Equipment Replacement
Budget. Priority of KSJS, its necessity
as part of the curriculum, will help
determine how much money will be
received for new equipment, according
to Whitlock.
Another possible funding source is
the proposed Board of Trustees $10
student fee for instructionally related
programs known as bill AB 159. This fee
is currently being discussed and would
mean an additional $360,000 for instructionally related programs, said

Whitlock.
Whitlock explained that the station
can survive with current funding. "It
can limp along," he said, "but funds
are needed to improve the quality of the
broadcast."
The station holds a class "A" noncommercial FM license with a primary
reception range of two to three miles
and a secondary range ( receivable with
an antenna) of 12 to 15 miles.
KSJS now has 85 watts of power but
under the class "A" license can increase power to 1,000 watts with the
proper equipment and antenna.
Expansion has been discussed but it
hinges on the Curriculum Committee
decision and funding.
Dr. Ted Benedict, dean of academic
planning said "My personal opinion is
that it should be continued," and added,
"radio and television is here to stay."
The necessity of having an on
campus radio station rather than using
public service time on local radio
stations has been the subject of some
SACRAMENTO ( AP )-Gov. Ronald
debate.
Reagan said yesterday that persons
Mike MacGuire, student station who accept the free food distributed in
manager of KSJS insists that, "going answer to demands from the kidnapers
over the air makes all the difference" of Patricia Hearst are "aiding and
and that a live radio broadcast means abetting lawlessness."
"higher quality in student broadcasting
The Symbionese Liberation Army, a
work."
shadowy organization which claims
faculty
station
Jim Ahern, KSJS
responsibility for kidnaping Miss
manager, said that the experience Hearst, has demanded distribution of $6
wouldn’t
be
could be simulated but it
million in free food to California’s
the same for the student broadcaster. needy as a condition of negotiations for
Psychologically, to know that her release.
someone is listening, improves the
The 20-year-old heiress to the Hearst
broadcaster’s performance, he ex- newspaper empire was dragged
screaming from her ’Berkeley apartplained.
Subcommittee recommendations will ment Feb. 4.
"I regret that the people are willing
be voted on by the Curriculum Committee and then forwarded to the to take that food. They’re aiding and
Academic Council and President John abetting lawlessness," Reagan said in
an appearance before a group of teenH. Runzel for final action.

He also said "Reagan is aiding
lawlessness whenever he rejects
legislation for Third World programs
such as Economic Opportunity.
"If Reagan considers near starvation
in the realm of the law, then these
people are aiding and abetting
lawlessness," Piper explained.
He also said if poverty level existence
is the law of the land, then these people
are law breakers not the starving.

Reagan says those who accept
free food ’abetting lawlessness’
age government interns.
"I think it would be great if everyone
would resue to accept that food,"
Reagan added.
Reagan said he would not order the
release, if it was demanded, of two men
jailed in connection with the Nov. 6
slaying of Oakland schools chief
Marcus Foster. A letter sent to
authorities has claimed the men were
members of the SIA.
Reagan said there would be no way to
legally free the men if it was demanded
as a condition of releasing Miss Hearst.
’’If you start doing anything of that
kind, it would be like opening the prison
doors. It would make kidnapping a very
common occurance," he said.
Atty. Gen. Evelle Younger has said
his office would not prosecute anyone
for accepting food distributed in answer

to the SLA demand.
The food giveaway was scheduled to
resume Thursday under supervision of
A. Ludlow Kramer, Washington
secretary of state. Last Friday, the first
day of the giveaway, there were reports
of confusion and lack of organization at
all four centers. There was scattered
violence which prevented one center in
a black district of Oakland from
opening at all.
Reagan said the kidpaners committed a crime in abducting Miss
Hearst and attempted "to put the
mantle of heroism over it" by making
the food distribution demand.
"This makes them the biggest
hypocrites in America today," Reagan
said.

Oil shortage investigation underway

Bob Moretti

By George Fuller
An Assembly investigation of the
major oil companies dealings with
independant dealers, is underway,
according to Assembly Speaker Bob
Moretti.
Moretti made the announcement
yesterday at a press conference at the
Hyatt House.
"It is absolutely necessary that the
people understand why it is difficult to
get gasoline," said Moretti. "It is not
the fault of the independant dealers and
this committee will find out whose fault
it is."
According to Moretti, the committee
will be called the Assembly Select
Committee on Service Station Franchising and Petroleum Product

Practices and will be chaired by
Assemblyman Jack Fenton, D Montebello.
The press conference was conducted
by Moretti; Jim Campbell, chairman of
the California Service Station
Association ( CSSA ) and Ken Davis,
president of the San Jose local of the
CSSA.
Davis opened the conference by
announcing that Shell Oil Company had
cut his March allocation of gas.
"I will get 60 per cent of my original
allocation," said Davis. "In 1972 I got
77,000 gallons of gas and next month, I
will get 46,200 gallons.
"There was no reason given by the oil
company for the cut," he continued,
"there never is."

Moretti explained that "this is just
one example of the oil companies’
power.
"The oil companies will soon own and
operate all stations," said Moretti.
"And then we will continually be at.
their mercy."
Campbell explained that there is gas
available.
"A friend of mine was offered one
million gallons of gas last month," said
Campbell. "The question is where is it
coming from?"
In an interview with the Daily,
Moretti explained the purpose of the
committee. "We want information
from the oil companies as quickly as
possible," he said.
"There is no indication that the oil

companies have received a 60 per cent
reduction in gasoline," Moretti continued, "yet they cut dealers
allocations."
-We want to know why," he said.
"We want to know where the extra
gasoline is, and why it is being offered
for sale.
"The problem is getting the oil
companies to give us the information,
which will probably mean going to
court," Moretti said.
At the press conference, Davis
stressed the need for remedial action.
"We need a program," said Davis,
-and we need it now."
"Gov. Ronald Reagan refuses to
admit that there is a problem," commented Moretti.

Campbell warned "the lines at gas
stations are not going to go away.
Somehow we’ve got to come up with a
program and soon."
Davis accused the Federal Energy
Office of being soft on the major oil
companies. "They don’t seem to want
to police the oil companies," said
Davis.
"The federal administration has
never faced an issue and never solved
an issue," he charged.
"People have got to start yelling and
screaming at the politicians," said
Moretti. "Public opinion is the only
thing that will move Reagan.
"If Reagan supported our bills
already in committee we could move
very fast," Moretti added.
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"Addhlrop" process a hindrance
There are many reasons for
The recent tightening of course
withdrawal procedures by the objecting to this policy.
Many students work. The
administration, in accordance with
a directive of the chancellor’s economic realities of life can not be
office, can only serve to hinder and ignored. The refusal of a student to
the
educational adjust his working hours ( and
complicate
reshuffle his class schedule ) could
process.
After the second week of in- mean his job. This may lead to
struction, students may drop a dropping out of school entirely,
course only for "serious and rather than simply changing the
compelling reasons." The deter- class schedule or dropping one
mination of just what constitutes a course.
Furthermore, we feel that a
"serious and compelling reason" is
left in the hands of the course student should not be penalized for
venturing into another field, only to
department.
That might not be so bad, but the find that the experiment has failed
chancellor’s office has directed and so has he. When this occurs, a
that change of working hours or student should be able to withdraw
unsatisfactory performance in a from the course without penalty.
A student should not be forced to
course are nor "serious and
sit through an entire semester of
compelling reasons."
G HE’S( 100111

America in turmoil
Social Awareness Committee
If we were to try and characterize America’s history in one
word, it would have to be: turmoil.
Life in America has never really
been "free and easy," and this fact
should not be taken so lightly,
especially in view of the "those
were the days" image that the
Madison Ave. boys are trying to
sell us once again.
Things are very serious in this
country today. Last year, prices in
the United States rose faster than
at any time since 1947. The rate,
according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, was 8.8 per cent
nationwide.
Inflation has become so rampant
in this nation that a middle-income
family of four with a budget of
$12,612 spent $1,168 more in 1973 to
maintain its 1972 living standard.
Even if you earned $14,000 in 1972
and received a 5.5 per cent raise on
Jan. 1, 1973, you still lost ground
last year. Inflation exceeded your
$770 raise by $411.
More and more Americans are
becoming concerned with the
causes ( and contradictions) of
these problems every day. If
there’s one thing "our leaders"
don’t want, it’s for citizens to
become seriously concerned with
what is really going on. They have
,therefore concocted another
’nostalgia" era, when in fact it is
non-existent.
The media is telling us that
people are apathetic and into
things like swallowing goldfish or
piling into VW’s. The truth of the
matter is just the opposite. Here on
campus, one of the clearest
examples of people’s continuing
dissatisfaction with reality has
been evidenced by the massive
turnouts to the first two films put

on by the Social Awareness
Committee. The first film, "Z"
drew about 500 people, and the
second, "State of Siege," had over
800 in attendance.
For the young adults of this
country who presently represent a
very large percent of the
population I and therefore the
greatest threat to the Nixon
establishment), trying to erase the
present and bring them back to our
"American graffitti" past is a
must for these interests.
But where is there to go’? Certainly not the 60s. For that decade
was characterized by involvment,
which is a scarier work than
communism in this day and age,
what with Nixon’s trips to China
and Russia.
"Well, let’s see," ( say the Nixon
brain trust) "if not the ’60s, how
about the ’50s?"
"Ah yes" ( they shout in glee )
"those days of Ozzie and Harriet,
et al, let’s try that!"
Forget it boys, for try as you will
things were tumultuous then, too.
’rhose were the days of civil rights
marches and a powerful movement
for racial integration ( involvement
again! ). Those were the days when
dissatisfaction with the quality of
American living was also expressed by popular youth heroes
like James Dean and Marlon
Brand.
It seems there has always been
disenchantment brewing within
American society, and now more
than ever, this could be a "calm
before the storm." People should
go forward in history, never backward, and we should look at the
past only in order to help understand the present.

boring lectures by an inept teacher
simply because he realized too late
the nature of his predicament. If at
any time a course is not meeting
the needs of a student, that student
should be free to drop the course.
As things now stand, the hassle of
the "getting out" procedure makes
the student a virtual captive.
Once again student freedom is
sacrificed to administrative
policya policy that is unnecessarily rigid, and fails to
consider student needs.
We urge the A.S. Council and
Academic Council to petition the
chancellor’s office for change of
the course withdrawal policy.
Hopefully the chancellor will
consider student wishes in this
matterat least in time for next
semester.

Editor:
Kathy Noon’s article of Feb. 15
"Stalking the Male Ego" is an
excellent description of male
chauvinism.
By putting the shoe on the other
foot, role reversal she calls it, she
vividly points out some of the
repressive and degrading aspects
of the "typical" male attitude
toward the female. If Kathy’s
purpose is solely to point out what
chauvinism is and why the female
has a legitimate complaint then I
salute her for the excellent job she
had done.
But if Kathy is suggesting that
females should practice the role
reversal or sexual ego busting she
describes, then she is just as
chauvinistic and misguided as the
males she is condemning.
What she is suggesting is
revenge, which will do nothing to
improve the situation. Kathy and
her male counterparts do not seem
to realize that although the
repressed get the worst end of the
deal, the represser also pays a
price.
The emotion referred to as
"love," which can develop between
two people who truly appreciate
and respect each other for what
they are is the best feeling, state of
mind, or whatever you want to call
it, that a person can achieve. The
repressor can love the repressed as
he or she would a pet or plaything
but can not know the greater
"love" which is possible between
two people that truly appreciate
each other.
For this reason the repressor is
also losing something.
Kathy implies that trading
places will be a "small step back
for man- and a "giant leap for
woman kind."
Actually it will be a small step
back for men and a small step
forward for women with no net
gain for humanity.

Kathy, why can’t we all take a
step forward by working together
to identify and stop the phony
culturally conditioned bull that
goes down between the sexes.
Lou Rhoades
Microbiology Senior

Zappa reripir
‘tittquuliPed"
Editor:
George Fuller’s review of Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention reveals a most unjustified and
unqualified criticism. Fuller’s
discription of the performance was
handicapped by an apparent lack
of musical terminology.
The article mentioned the use of
scales as being performed "up and
down, in and out, every conceivable variation of do-re-me...".
etc. "In and out" sounds obscene!
Please define "every conceivable
variation."
It was mentioned that "two horn
players" were part of the accompaniment. What type of horn
players? Were they trumpets,
coronets, trombones, French
horns, or tubas?
As for Mr. Fuller’s ear condition,
I would not recommend that he
attend a contemporary music
concert that would feature
Stravinski, Shostakovich, Penderecki or many more that have
achieved world acclaim.
By the way what is "the average
concert-goer?" What is a "weird"
person?
One cannot deny credit to Zappa
for his humorous musical approach
to social comment. Zappa has been
incredibly genuine in his attack on
the system that alienates. Song
such as "Willie the Pimp" and
"Prima Me Carrucha" gives attention to the roles that society

attempts to ignore or cover-up. If
Zappa plays it loud, it is because
the message must be extended to
every mind in the auditorium.
I had the pleasure of seeing
Zappa, the Mothers and Zubin
Mehta conducting the Los Angeles
Philarmonic in a combined concert
at UCLA. It was precedent setting
and proof that the Mothers are not
without honor in the serious music
circles.
Zappa, along with McCartney,
Dylan, Jagger, Townsend, Wonder
and others, are not to be ignored.
Their contribution is evident.
Gene Silver
Journalism Junior

uppluisded?
Editor:
It seems from the letters the
Daily has received regarding the
Symbionese liberation Army
( SLA ) and the Hearst kidnaping
that there are some people
dissatisfied with the Daily
coverage.
I for one would like to applaud
the Daily for its coverage of these
subjects.
Since the SLA is not giving out
press
conferences
to
the
professional, much less the student
journalism world, it is rather
difficult to get any pertinent facts
on the subject.
Professional journalists seem to
be doing an adequate job over
covering what they can in
Hillsborough. Any coverage on the
part of the Daily can only be, at
best, second-hand and superficial.
So, while the lay public continues
to practice putting their mouth in
to gear before engaging brains, I
thank the Daily for its sagacious
wisdom and golden silence on the
forum page.
Louis P. Covey
Journalism Senior

Easy writer

Puerto Vallarta a dream come true
Joe Fisher
While spending a week in the
tropical jewel of Puerto Vallarta
during
semester
break,
I
irrevocably revealed to myself
what I always knew I wasa jetsetter trapped in the body of a
student.
Seeing me stretched out under a
thatched-roof palapa on the white
sand bordering the blue, blue Bay
of Banderas with a Coco Loco on
the rocks in one hand and a
senorita on the other, no one would
have guessed I was on leave from
San Jose State University. And if
they did, I’d deny it.
In fact, when asked from what
parts I came I’d usually smile
fatuously and say, "Oh, San
Francisco." That was always good
for a little extra tequila in my
orange juice ( another popular
refreshment down there.)
Puerto Vallarta is my idea of the
place to go for your graduation
presentand end up staying the
last 60 years of your life. And
though jet-setters and sprawling
sea-view mansions do abound, the
best things there have nothing to do
with money.
The best things!
There’s the lush, green tropical
jungle thick with palm trees,
coconuts, banana trees and
pineapple.
(I was almost afraid to pick any
for fear of starting the second
original sin. )
And just waiting to be explored
are all the hidden coves and
beautifully desolate beaches that
make you feel your footprint is the
first. Caressing those beaches are
the wonderfully warm, deep blue

waves that endlessly reflect the
sun and then the moonin short,
the kind of waters over which I’d
like my ashes scattered.
No hurry, though.
It’s an insanely beautiful liquid
down there off the coast of Mexico,
not to mention all the earthly
splendor to feed your eyes once you
hit the beach and proceed inland.
My eyes got fat down there.
Now, back in San Jose, they can
diet. They have to.
You know, my favorite color
used to be the green of tin
Hayward hills in spring. But as 1
sat on a wave-worn rock and looked
out at the Bay of Banderas toward
the Pacific for the first time, I
immediately changed it to Puerto
Vallartan blue. It’s nice to broaden
your horizonseven if they shrink
right back.
It’s hard to imagine what psychoemotional shock there is in coming
back from Puerto Vallarta directly
to San Jose. There’s something
innately cruel about it.
When I hit the city limits, my tan
curled up and died. Than I happened into a typical San Jose
watering place with a few Puerto
Vallarta souvenirs and travel
brochures sticking conspicuously
out of my coat pocket and ordered
a tequila and orange juice. After
awhile, I said knowingly to the
bartender, "Yeah, this is the big
drink down at Puerto Vallarta."
He returned blankly, "What?is
that the new place in Mountain
View?"
"No, south of Mazatlan," I said
mockingly and sipped the drink. It
tasted like liquified orange peel

with a dash of something similar to
tequila. I set it down and before
departing left 100 Mexican centavos (8 cents) as my joke tip for
the week.
The next few days I wandered
aimlessly around San Jose looking
for a new place to live. I couldn’t
find a sea view, or a cobblestone
street, or a thatched roof
anywhere, or even an apartment
with a decent palm tree out front
So, as always, I settled for lessan
apartment with a plastic pineapple
centerpiece on my kitchen table.
Worse yet, nobody believes I
went to Puerto Vallarta. They went
to see pictures. I don’t even believe
I went to Puerto Vallarta.
Now what value is there in a
place that is so unbelievable you
have to keep pinching yourself

Speak Out!
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters or guest columns from those
who care, on or off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words.
Correspondence should be typed
and signed and include the address
and telephone number of the
author.
The editor reserves the right to
edit for taste, libel, space or style
and to cease publication on
exhausted topics.
Please bring your thoughts to the
Spartan Daily, JC208, or mail them
to the Department of Journalism,
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.

when you’re there, and when you
get back you can’t believe you
really went?
Personally, I think the only
solution would be for me to live in
Puerto Vallarta for an extended
period of time and have the reality
of the place slowly, luxuriously,
sink in.
Oh shut up and go to class.
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SJSU police report few marijuana arrests
By Debbie Carvalbo
There have been so few
marijauna related incidents
there are not enough
statistics to determine
whether or not there is a
marijauna problem on
campus according to Larry
James, SJSU police records
officer.
Only three or four
marijauna related incidents

have been recorded by the
university police in the last
one and a half years.
However, it isn’t police
policy to go around "sniffing
at doors" according to
James. The only time the
police go to dorms is when
there Is a complaint.
SJSU Police Chief Earnest
Quinton agreed and added
that the head residents of the
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smoking, he said, he will
generally talk to them and
give them a warning.
However, he doesn’t think
a
there’s
much
of
marijauana problem in the
dorms.
Royce head resident
Margie Patkay said, "It
would be unrealistic. to say
there’s
no
marijauna
smoking in the dorms, but

what may be a problem to
someone may not be to
another.
"I simply state that I don’t
want any smoking in the
dorms and if they want to
smoke it, they should go
outside," she concluded.
When the police do find
someone
smoking
marijuana,
the
usual
procedure is to take down

their names and file a report
of the incident, Quinton said.
From there it’s up to him to
decide what will be done.
"We handle students and
non-students
differently."
the police chief said. -We
have some control over
students but non -students
are a different story."
I.ike the dorms, other
areas of the campus are

rather marijauna problem
free, according to James.
When an incident does arise,
it is usually some high school
students smoking along side
a building said James.
The police only get involved when there’s a
complaint, both Quinton and
James said. As long as there
is no complaint, there’s no
problem they said.

Consciousness workshop presented
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"I’m not an attorney, but I
don’t believe they are. After
all, there is such a thing as
the letter of the law and the
spirit of it," added Quinton.
Hoover head resident
Steve Takakawa said the
housing office definitely has
a no "marijauna rule."
finds
Takakawa
If
someone indulging in pot

dorms are qualified to
handle drug problems.
"The police expect the
head residents to handle the
problem without bringing in
the police. Usually, a simple
talk with the students will
solve the problem." Quinton
said.
It is unclear if dorm employes are responsible for
reporting any illegal ac-

Swami Satchidananda

A variety of views of man’s
will
be
consciousness
presented this weekend as
the Science and Spirit
Exposition takes over the
Student Union.
The event is sponsored by
the Theosophical Research
Institute
of
Northern
California.
"This exposition is not a
commercial venture,"
stressed Grady Austin, one
of
the
exposition’s
organizers. "We are not
jumping aboard the ’psychic
gravy train’.
"We maintain a low profile
because we have nothing to
sell," he added. "Our expositions are there wholly to
present the various groups
and their ideas."

Over 80 groups will participate in various exhibits,
lectures, workshops and
films. The exposition will run
12 hours a day. Admission is
82 per day for students, $5 for
others.
Buddhist
teacher
Vajrabhodi Ajari will perform
the
Shugendo
ceremony of sacred fire
walking. Dr. Marcel Vogl
will provide insights into the
realm of man-plant cornmunication. Swami Satchidanada, director of the
Integral Yoga Institute, will
also be a featured speaker.
"We try to alternate
swamis and science," explained Austin. "Science, on
the one hand, is just now
blundering around in the

dark
discovering
the
spiritual world and needs all
the help it can get. Converseley, there are many
spiritualists who need to
apply a little rationality to
their beliefs."
Exposition
organizers
Ausin and John Wise hope
the San Jose event will be
even more of a success than
the one held at the Palace of
Fine Arts in November of
last year which drew 4,000
visitors a day.
Dr. Gary Poock, will
present his research on
Kirlian photography, a
photographic
technique
which provides evidence of
human auras or energy
fields. The highlight of his
presentation is a color

the media was used as a
social force," said the actor.
He noted the publications
and plays of the 19th century
depicted the Asian community as quaint, exotic
people who were a threat to
the job market. This
depiction of the Asian led to
the tough immigration laws
and law’s against interracial marriage.
"The Asians were here and
contributed to the growth of
this country," explained the
actor. "The resurrection of
the exotic 19th century Asian
in the media is hurting
because it does not give a
true picture of Asian American history.
"We see that 19th century
stereotype echoed in shows
such as ’Flower Drum Song’
and the popular television
show ’Kung Fu," Takei

Operation Share
expands program,
offers more units
Operation Share, which
has offered one unit of credit
to students who tutor
children two hours a week
has expanded it’s program.
Designed to enhance
children’s academic and
social development, optional
Monday evening lectures
and small learning groups
are available, explained
Kathleen Elliott, Share
coordinator.
Tutors will be divided up
into 26 small groups according to their tutees age
and school.
The purpose of the small
learning groups is to share
skills and problems. Also it

rites and sacraments of the
couple are recognized by the
Roman Catholic Church.
The featured event of each
evening will be a two-and-ahalf hour presentation of
music, singing, and dancing
by the Sufi Choir.
Additionally, a multitude
of topics will be covered in
workshops scheduled on
Christian mysticism,
exorcism, bio-rythms, Yoga,
meditation, dream
interpretation, Tarot, Sanskrit, E.S.P., psychic surgery, acupuncture,
chanting and many other
subjects.
Members of Christananda
Ashram of San Jose will
prepare a vegetarian offering of exotic foods in-

Barbara Harrison

continued. " ’Kung Fu’ has
distorted the true nature of
China at that time."
He added the true history
of the religion is very
nationalistic and that a
Caucasion would not have
been allowed to become a
monk.
"The movie ’Flower Drum
Song’ depicts Chinatown as
exotic and productive. We
have to see Chinatown as it

really is, a ghetto," said
Takei.
"There is a general myth
that there is no problem.
People need to know the
truth. What we need is to do
away with this myth," explained the actor.
He told the audience that
the idea of Asians as
Americanized foreigners
must be changed. "The way
to
correct
this
non -

intentional stereotype is to
respond to the problem,"
said Takei.
"I look forward to the day
when Asian-Americans will
take their place in the
media," said Takei.
He concluded, "In the final
analysis we have to make
our own statements and
create our own images,
that’s the big challenge
Asian-Americans face."

Prows, who was station
manager of SJSU’s radio
station for two years, said
that radio news is becoming
more and more restricted to
what comes off the wire
service.

BIT is a 60-second mini
lecture by a SJSU professor
broadcasted on 13 Bay Area
radio stations heard from
Monterey to San Rafael.

The program is funded
through SJSU work-study.

"Professors have more
expert information in their
fields than the wire service
reporters who must cover
everything," said Prows.

"Each BIT reaches the
same number of people than
a professor would reach in
250 years of teaching,"
Prows estimated.

Levi’s
for all
shapes
In Levi s Jeans

Basic Information
Transmit ( bit) is an attempt
to braden the amount and
improve the quality of information that Bay Area
radio listeners receive by
drawing upon the expertise
of
the
1,400
SJSU
professors, explained SJSU
senior Brian Prows, who
works with the BIT project.

Young Star Trek fans with George (Mr. Sulu) Takei

eluding falafil, durry dishes,
Baklava, pastries and fruit
drinks which will be
available to exposition
visitors.
Advance tickets may be
purchased at Christananda
Restaurant, 50 S. Fourth St.
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With the vi.orld s BrP;itt,,
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4 tons per store L.
’
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Mini -lectures
now on radio

Actor -activist
slams media’s
view of Asians
By Norman Martin
"The effect of the media on
the Asian-American community has been negative,"
said George Takei, actor and
Asian-American activist.
Takei spoke to an audience
of
approximately
300
Monday evening in Morris
Daily. His visit was cosponsored by the Asian American Studies Program,
Japanese-American Citizens
League and the A.S.
Program Commission.
The actor said the media
has had a negative effect,
because "it presents a
onesided image of the AsianAmerican.
"America needs to know
the true nature of the Asian
and his history," said Takei.
He encouraged Asians to get
involved in the media and to
pursue jobs in related fields.
"We see a history where

motion
picture
film
employing
Kirlian
photography. This is the first
film of its kind outside of the
Soviet Union.
Other speakers include Dr.
Haridas Chaudhuri, head of
the California Institute of
Asian Studies; Kathlyn
Carment, director of the
Parapsychology Education
Awareness Center and Dr.
Gina Cerminara, author of
the recent book, "Insights
for the Age of Aquarius".
A special event, the
celebration of a Gnostic
Mass by a married couple,
the Reverends Rosa and
Russell White, both ordained
priests, will occur on Sunday
morning. According to the
exposition organizers, the
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The Leather Garden
Belt & Bag Boutique
170W. Santa Clara
280-8044
Buckles, Pipes, T -Shirts,
Plants, Candles, Jewlery
& Posters

"MOONLITE" IS RACK!

WEDNESDAY ONLY

SPAGHETTI FEED TODAY
ONLY 85

(reg. 1.15)

serves as a group dynamics
experience,
explained
Elliott.
Lectures
which
will
alternate with the small
groups will include topics
dealing with "cultural
clashes, math and reading
learning games, self concept, and English as a
second language."
Students who attend the
Monday evening session can
earn up to three units credit.
Class cards are available
until Friday at the Share
office in Barracks No. 14.
According to Elliott, more
information can be obtained
by calling 286-6785.

Moonlite Bowling returns to the Student Union Games
Area beginning February 23.
Every Saturday-8:00 pm to midniteBowl in the dark
and win free games.
Try it!!

1/2PRICE NITE

the Double 11111 of the Yew!

tiontlaNs-6:00 ion to closing
TOURNAMENTS

thc led
rtere core
he. wade

includes Italian spaghetti tossed green salad
with choice of dressing and garlic bread.
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PEANITT’S
Across from Admin. Bldg.
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SIXTH
SMASH
MONTH!
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Last 2 vrefooks

HO( 41.ti

fi : ;10 am - 9 pm Mon. thru Thur.
Fri. till 5 : 00

Bowling
Billiards
Table Tennis

Pinball
Pong
Foosball

Now open til 2:00 amFriday & Saturday

Student Union Games Area
277-3226
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Sicular charges
faculty morale
at all-time low

By Valerie Mclnroy
"My concept of administration is that it is the servant of
the educational process and the educational process takes
place between teachers and students," explained George
Sicular, president of the SJSU chapter of United Professors
of California (UPC).
"It’s not the other way around," the civil engineering
professor said, "The teachers are not the servants of the
administration. In other words I think the role of the administration if to provide leadership and to secure the
resources necessary to make the teaching function as effective as possible."
UPC is a union and is a member of the California
FederatiSn of Teachers. It includes 260 out of 1,265 of SJSU’s
faculty.
Sicular, who joined the SJSU faculty in 1954, said faculty
morale is worse than it has ever been in an address before a
recent Academic Council meeting.
Sicular said that he feels faculty morale is low for several
reasons. "I think Number one, because of funding for the
state colleges. Under the Reagan administration the faculty
has been denied cost of living pay increases that would have

kept us in line with inflation.
"I think that faculty who have been here since 1969, or
thereabouts, have suffered a 20 per cent loss in real earnings
during that time," he further explained.
The second reason stems from problems on the local
campus according to Sicular. "I think there is a style of
administration on this campus that is not conducive to
raising morale," he said.
Sicular said, decisions that he feels ought to be made at the
departmental level, such as curriculum and personnel
decisions, are now being made by members of the administration.
On top of that administrators insist that we do research on
a 12-unit teaching load, while places like Stanford and
Berkeley require research with only a teaching load of three
and six units at the most. "That is an unrealistic demand,"
said Sicular.
"The fact that we don’t do much publishing here doesn’t
mean that this is a poor institution," he continued. Sicular
suggested the success of graduates in their fields would be "a
better determinant of whether an institution is doing its job.
"Another reason is that, at least until recently, there has

been virtually no conscious effort to assist people to stay
viable and keep up to date in their fields," he explained.
He pointed to a lack of funding for conferences and institutes, and a little release time to study elsewhere. "Yet we
are held responsible for being leaders in the field," he said.
"I think that people on this campus who do research, do it
in spite of the institution, rather than because of the institution," he said.
Sicular noted that SJSU President John H. Bunzel does
have the power to allocate funds to faculty.

not

"But, I think that a very large part of his time should be
devoted to explaining our difficulties and needs to legislators,
and doing the same with regards to the trustees, and with
respect to the governor," he said.
"In fact," Sicular continued, "I think he ought to be out
there leading the other college presidents in making this kind
of approach for adequate support for faculty, because if the
faculty is alive and viable, then you’ve got a vital institution.
If the faculty is not, then the institution is going to go
downhill," he concluded.

Student, faculty disagree

Viewpoints on morale differ

RiCM mt,on

George Sicular: faculty morale low

SJSU students generally
rate faculty morale higher
than faculty members do.
In interviews done by the
Spartan Daily, only one
faculty member rated his
morale high.
Dr. William Dusel of the
English Department seemed
optimistic.
"My morale is good. The
morale varies directly with
the personal mental health of
the individual," he said.
"This could be influenced
by a great many factors," he
continued.

"The feeling of security in
his position as a tenured
teacher would have an advantage here. With the
scarcity of positions in
higher education the temporary oi probationary
faculty member would be
understandably anxious," he
said.
Dusel mentioned class size
and office space as other
factors affecting morale. He
also mentioned that "a lack
of salary increases to keep
pace with inflation and
difficult parking conditions

have become increasingly
discouraging."
More typical of faculty
response was that of Dr.
tlorman Keiser of the
tconomics Department.
He said, "I think that
faculty morale is pretty low
right now. One of the major
reasons is that we haven’t
been keeping up with inflation in our incomes.
"I think it is also low
because the steady-state
growth rate has caused the
imposition of a lot of policies
that adversely affect new

faculty,
young
and
especially temporary instructors," he added.
"Another reason for
faculty frustration," Keiser
said, "is the lack of control
over many aspects of their
jobs because of system-wide
rules."
Young,
Katherine
assistant professor in home
economics said, "As far as
I’m concerned my morale
has never been lower." She
said that she has taught at
SJSU for 20 years. "I came
here as an assistant

professor and I will retire as
one."
Students interviewed on
the other hand, seemed to
think faculty members
generally have high morale.
Stan Sakawe, junior accounting major, said, "As
far as my teachers go, their
morale is high. As far as
teaching subject matter,
they’re into it. I think morale
is higher now than it was
three or four years ago."
Junior business major Pat
Whelan said, "Instructors I
have seem pretty good. They

enjoy what they’re doing."
Brian Salle, junior art
major, seemed to agree.
"This is my first semester
here. I only know four
faculty members, but I
would say their morale is
high; they’re encouraging,
vigorous."
However, a female senior
history major who asked not
to be identified, said, "The
ones (teachers) I have so far
this semester don’t seem
interested. It’s like they’re
depressed or something."

Cab drivers pressure county dial-a-bus systern
By Jim Esterbrooks
the
perDial -a -bus,
bus
service
sonalized
scheduled to begin operation
this summer, is being
pressured by local taxicab
interests for consideration in
the program.
Anthony J. Anastasi,
lawyer for the Santa Clara
County Taxicab Operators
Association, claimed the new

bus service will take "20 to 25
per cent of the taxi business
the
away from them
taxicab drivers)."
"That puts them in a very
difficult position. What it
does actually, is put them out
of business," Anastasi said.
The Dial-a-bus system was
devised almost two years
ago by the federal government, which initiated the

first system in Hadenfield,
N.J.
Anastasi proposed the
cabs be integrated with the
new system, adding the
taxicab companies would be
willing to make certain
concessions to assure that
integration.
Among the concessions the
cab drivers are ready to
make, is the changing of

cabs from strictly one-party
vehicles to multi-party
vehicles.
This would allow cabs to
pick up several unrelated
riders and transport them
together, mirroring the Diala-bus system.
Anastasi did not comment
on the relative fares of the
two systems.
John Pierce, owner of the

Court denies Senate candidacy
SAN FRANCISCO AP
The California Supreme
Court ruled yesterday that
Hayakawa,
S.I.
Dr.
nationally known educator,
could not be a candidate for
U.S. Senate in the June
Republican primary because
he switched political parties
within the last 12 months.
The court denied a petition
by Hayakawa and Dave T.
Daze,
a
registered
Republican, seeking to
overturn
a
California
Election Code retjuirement
that a candidate for partisan
office must be registered
with one political party for at
least 12 months before filling
a declaration,
Hayakawa, the former
president of San Francisco
State University, was a

Republican for the one-year
period either before the
March 8 deadline for
declaring his candidacy or
before the June 4 primary
election.
Hayakawa and Daze asked
Hayakawa contended
t d d th e the high court to issue a writ
requirement denied him the directing the clerk and
l right
i ht t run California Secretary of State
Consuona
tit ti
for office, affiliate with any to accept the filing.
poca
liti l party an
and getequallBecause the issue came
protection under the law.
before the court as a petition
for a writ, there was no case
But the state Attorney
and no formal opinion.
General
argued
the
Chief Donald Wright and
requirement limited party
Justices Marshall McComb,
raiding and switching for
Louis Burke and William P.
opportunistic reasons.
Clark Jr. voted to deny the
The Mann County Clerk writ. Justices Mathew
had refused to accept Tobriner, Stanley Mosk and
Ha y a k a w a ’s
filing. Raymond Sullivan would
Hayakawa would not have have granted it. The order is
been
a
registered effective immediately.

registered Democrat for 18
years before switching to the
Republican party on August
30, 1973. He then sought to
file as a Republican candidate for U.S. Senate.

S.I. Hayakawa

Ritz Taxi Company in San
Jose said his company would
be "more than willing to
negotiate an acceptable fare
system.
"Our company is certainly
willing to negotiate on all
points with the transit
people."
Pierce continued, "I’m
sure we can come up with
something for the consumer

and still keep us eating at the
same time."
According to Jim Lightbody, a Santa Clara County
engineer, who is responsible
for much of the local planning of Dial-a -bus, the
system has been well received.
"The only reliable way to

tell how the public likes a
project such as this, is to see
how the system is utilized,"
Lightbody said.

"There’s quite a difference
though between running a
system like this in one small
city and then in a large
county like ours. They used
maybe 15 to 20 buses; we’ll

KPFA fundraiser scheduled
BERKELEYRoger
Pritchard, general manager
of KPFA Radio FM 94, has
announced the listenersupported station’s annual
fundraising marathon will go
on as scheduled.
The Berkeley station,
which was the recipient of
the SIA’s kidnap letter and
subsequent tape recording
demanding a program of
food distribution for the
release of Patty Hearst, has
to raise $100,000 from
listener subscriptions and
donations to make its 1973-74
operating deficit.
Pritchard believes KPFA
was singled out by the SLA
because of the stations 25year policy of giving access
to the airways to groups
from all areas of the political
spectrum.

During the month long
marathon, regular
programing,
will
be

suspened so that KPFA can
present special programs of
the station’s 25 year history.

have 90 to 100," he said.
While the routes have not
yet been finalized, Lightbody
indicated that three different
buses would be on call in the
San Jose State vicinity, in
addition to the regular arterial routes.
The buses will receive
calls prior to the day the
service is requested, and will
design their routes and
timetables from those
requests. If the rider must
travel outside the area his
Dail-a-bus covers, he will be
taken to normal arterial stop
that goes to his destination.

POCKET BILLIARDS EXHIBITION
By Hal Mix, Professional Billiard Instructor,
Monday, March 4 at 3:00 pm.
Hal will also be available Tues.Thurs. from
14 pm for individual instructional hints.

FOOSBALL SINGLES TOURNAMENT
Friday, March 1, at 2:00 pm. Don’t miss this one.

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
STOREWI DE

Fuel misery to grow with price hike
(AP) Motorists struggling with the end-of-the-month fuel
crunch have more bad news ahead of them: price hikes
within the next few days.
Independent service stationsthose not directly owned by
the major oil companiesgot permission from the Federal
Energy Office last weekend to raise prices by two cents a
gallon. Then, on Monday, the government okayed another
penny-a-gallon boost in the wholesale price, effective March
1.
Standard Oil Co. of California officials planned a meeting
tonight to decide what to do about prices. A spokesman would
say only, "No price increase is planned before March 1."
The company already has raised the price it charges
dealers by 5 cents a gallon since Dec. 1.
Exxon, Gulf and Shell Oil said they had made no decisions
yet about new price hikes.
A spokesman at Mobil said a decision probably won’t be
made until late Feb. 28.
The Oil & Gas Journal, reporting on a 55-city survey, says
the average retail price of gasoline on Feb. 12, 1974 was 45.76
cents a gallon. On Feb. 13, 1973, the average price was 36.95.
President Nixon said in his news conference Monday night
that the crisis stage of the energy crisis is over and predicted
there was a better-than -even chance the nation could avoid
gasoline rationing. He said the gasoline lines would get
shorter by spring.
Some people weren’t so sure. Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana said Tuesday he had spent 35 minutes
In line waiting for gas.
"The shortage remains and so does the crisis," he said.
The Petroleum Council, an advisory panel to the Interior
Department composed of oil industry executives, concluded
that additional reductions in fuel usage, including gasoline,
will be required to balance demand with supply.

The Federal Energy Office said the whole thing was a
matter of semantics. Whether you call it a crisis or a
problem, the EEO said, "we still have an energy emergency
because we are going to continue to have a shortage of
gasoline."
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SALETHURSDAY
TILL SOLD OUT!
HART FREE STYLE, Reg. $187.50, all sizes . $137.50
HART COMPETITION, Reg. $175, all sizes . $125.00
HART HUSTLER with free bindings, ... $125
SPALDING EQUIPE., Reg. $80
$59.15
SPALDING SIDERAL c.,,’,.
25% to 40% OFF
DYNASTAR SKIS with FREE BINDINGS

-

30% OFF

SKYR.
A quick lunch on the upstairs
deck, or an intimate candlelight evening, the Garrett is
the place to go. Our selection
of fine local wines, hot gourmet
sandwiches, cold beer, cheese
fondues and entertainment Tues.
thru Sat, make the Garrett an
unforgettable experience.

ALL VOLKL
CARBON
SAPPORO
FREESTYLE
SHORT

ASPEN

ALL ’74 SKI
PANTS, PARKAS
OBERMEGER PIONEER

813,

USED RENTAL SKI PANTS
WIND SHIRTS WITH ZIP
POCKET WAS $6 98
HOOD
T -NECK
SHIRTS

$3.49

88c

1000/o

cotton were 2.49
ORLON BANLON were 3.98

$59.9$
$71.9S

BINDINGS SALE

THE GARRET
In the Prunevard

MARKER ROTOMAT $44.90
ALLSOP $65.00
TYROLIA DIAGONAL $65.00
SILVRETTA $27.95

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

24.95
44.50
44.50
17.95

11:00AM-2:00AM

371-6505

USED RENTAL BOOTS
ALL LACE BOOTS 88C BUCKLE

KASTINGER
Reg. 52.50

25% 40% OFF

ST. ANTON
NOW

3800

ITALIAN FOAM . $34.30
Ind Foaming
CABER & KOFLACH BOOTS

25% OFF

USED RENTAL SKIS

HEAD RENTAL SKIS
SHORT GLASS & BINDINGS $160 NEW
HRP GLASS & BINDINGS, $200 NEW

hpre

NEW X-C SKIS

25% OFF

MIMI!
1020W. SAN CARLOS

295-5600

OPEN EVENINGS
BKIlt CARDS WELCOME
/1, RENTALS
CAMPING
BACKPACKING

275-9100
SALES
TENNIS
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’Bathrooms only hassle’

Experimental coed floor not ’sex city’
By Chris Weinstein
"How do you convince people that you’re not running sex
city when they find out that your dorm has a co-ed floor?"
That was the first reaction of Head Resident Roxie Gettman of Markham Hall when Resident Adviser Russ Brown
suggested instituting a co-ed floor with the rooms alternating
men-women-men-women down the corridor.
The co-ed plan which began this semester on the second
floor of Markham Hall seems to please both administrators
and participating residents without generating any negative
repercussions.
Markham Hall’s second floor residents generally favored
the arrangement proposed by their resident adviser.
David Woodward, a second floor resident, said, "I think it
will be more relaxed and open" while down the hall, Dave
Dellaria said, "I’m willing to try an experiment."
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Coed neighbors meet on trial floor.
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Some students did not think the housing office would approve the change.
However, Cordell Koland, SJSU director of housing, said
that as long as the students are behind the program and no
California state law was violated that he would approve the
suggested arrangement.
Consequently, SJSU has its first co-ed dormitory floor this
semester.
Any resident who "didn’t feel that he or she was ready for
coed living was given the option of moving to a sexually

segregated floor," said Head Resident Gettinan, who "didn’t
want to push anything down anyone’s throat."
The second floor, which turned coed, had the fewest
number of residents move out between semesters. Seven
students moved from the second floor while 50 students
moved out of Markham Hall, according to Gettman.
Ralph Jeffery a junior, attributed his moving back into the
dorms after living in a house for a smester to the coed change
and the convenience of dorm living.
After three weeks of coed living, most second floor
residents at Markham Hall agree with their neighbor Margi
Stevenson, who said, "There’s been no big changes, just
people getting together a little more."
Gettman, who had previously worked at coed dorms in
Southern California, hoped the coed change would break
down the physical and psychological barriers created by the
lounge between the two wings of the dorm.
"I never went to the men’s wing unless there was
somebody in particular I wanted to speak to," admitted
Ginger Evans.
"I’ve met a lot of new people this semester, especially
women," stated Phil Ervine who moved from the first to the
second floor at Markham Hall.
"The only inconvenience is the bathrooms," said Evans.
One wing has the men’s bathroom, while the other wing has
the women’s. Those who live on the opposite wing from their
bathroom must walk further down the hall than last semester
to use the restroom.

Ex -professor now a baker
By Gen Kemley
Stepping
into
"La
Boulangerie" on the corner

of First and San Carlos
streets, one expects to be
greeted with "Bonjour."

A somewhat authentic
French
bakery,
"La
Boulangerie" is owned and
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Former professor Dietiker bakes instead of teaches

operated by former SJSU
English professor Donald
Dietiker, who got into the
business because of a
professed love for French
break
and
"out
of
necessity."
Apparently there are
others who share Dietiker’s
food tastes for "we are sold
out, as fast as I can bake,"
he explained.
Dietiker, who has a PhD in
English, became a baker by
accident.
There were no permanent
teaching positions available
Dietiker said, so "I found
myself gracefully unemployed and decided I might
as well be unemployed in
Europe."
With his wife Simone, a
French instructor at SJSU,
he moved to France for nine
months. There they spent
most of their time in a little
town called L’Escarne in a
rented house.
Dietiker’s wife spent her
time proofreading a French
text book she had written,
"but it was still a matter of
what I was going to do for a
living," Dietiker said.
He said he knew that
teaching positions around

San Jose were scarce, but
they had to return there
because of Simone’s tenured
postion.
"One day we were talking
about how much we were
going to miss the bread
because the baker was so
good, and I said, ’thats what
I can do, I’ll make bread."
Dietiker explained how not
long after that he began
apprenticing at the baker’s
shop.
Dietiker learned about
bread from the baker and
pastries from the baker’s
son. "His son carries about
500 recipes in his head. My
limit is about 25," he said.
Pastries available in
Dietiker’s shop include
croissants, a very light
rolled pastry; pain au
chocoat, which are like
croissants but with chocolate
inside; and Napoleans, a
puffed pastry.
So far Dietiker and his
wife, Simone, are "very
pleased" with their business.
Dietiker does not think he
will ever go back to teaching.
"It’s very satisfying to have
people like your bread," he
said.

However, overall the response has been positiveeven the
parents are enthusiastic about the program, Housing
Director Koland reported.
4011000011000111111110g,

Pizzas
Free
Delivery
by Mr "GS"

Cheese
Cheese
Cheese
Cheese

(plain)
& one item
& two items
& three items

12" sizes 15"
2.25
3.05
2.55
3.40
2.85
3.75
3.25
4.05

Special
Cheese & four items

3.50

4.40

Folklorist

Deluxe
Cheese & five items

4.00

4.85

Ved Vatuk

Super Deluxe
Everything
4.50
(Anchovies on request)

5.95

to speak
Indian folklorist, Dr. Ved
Vatuk, will speak on the
folklore of social protests at 3
p.m. Thursday in the Home
Economics Building, Room
1.
Vatuk was reared in North
India where he collected
many "unusual examples of
folklore," said Vatuk’s
former Harvard classmate,
SJSU
Anthropology
Professor James Freeman.
Vatuk, director of the
Institute of Indology in New
Delhi, studied war ballads.
children’s songs, beggars’
songs, religious songs,
proverbs and anecdotes
along with the traditional
folklore form of stories in his
examination of Indian
folkore, according to his
book, "Thieves in My
House."
The
Anthroplogy
Deo-artment
which
is
sponsoring the event will
serve coffee and refreshments following the speech.

ITEMS
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Olives
Anchovies

Salami
Green Pepper
Tomatoes
Double Cheese

Ham
Onions
Ground Beef

ET CETERA

Coke 10 oz. bottle
.25
(FREE with Delivery of Pizza Only)

DELIVERY HOURS
Mon.--Thurs.
Fri. --Sat,
Sun.

4:00 PM--2:00 AM
4:00 PM--3:00 AM
1:00 PM--12:00 AM

Mr. "G’s" (De Anza Restaurant)
233 W. Santa Clara
Open 24 Hrs.
PHONE 286-4617
save this menu

Islands attract scientific interest
’ -The Galapagos Islands
first came to fame from the
writings of Charles Darwin," said Dr. William E.
Ferguson in the first of a four
part series on the islands
held yesterday in Duncan
Hall.
Ferguson, a professor in
biology, at SJSU, supplemented his lecture with
slides he took of the islands
in 1969-70.
Ferguson said Darwin first

came upon the islands in 1835
and found many forms of life
that had previously been
undiscovered.
He added that Darwin
many
exuncovered
planations why some forms
of life were found only on
these particular islands, but
that scientists are still doing
a lot of research.
The islands are located 600
miles off the coast of
Ecuador on the equator.
Ferguson said although
some scientists believe the

islands were once connected
to the mainland, there is
strong evidence to disprove
that theory.
Ferguson commented,
"The water was the bluest I
think I’ve ever seen and the
islands have the most
delightful climate of any
place on the equator in the
world."
He said that the plant and
insect life came to the
islands by means of air, sea
and "hitchhiking." Ferguson
described "hitchhiking" as a

method where small insects
would attach themselves to
the feathers of birds.
He said that there are
presently 3,000 to 10,000
people living on the islands
in a number of villages.
Ferguson’s lecture was cosponsored by the SJSU
Biophoto Club and tIr
Entomology
Club.
A
spokesman
for
the
organizations said that the
dates and places of the other
lectures in the series would
be announced at a later date.

SDS member reviews ’60s movement
Hank Heiclunan, one of the
original organizers of the
Columbia Students for a
Democratic Society SDS
will speak at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.
The presentation is the
second part of a series on

"American Graffiti of the
60’s" which emphasizes the
student movement. The
event is sponsored by the
A.S. Program Commission.
Reichman’s portion of the
two-part series will include
two films: "San Francisco
State Strike" and "People’s

Spartaguide
TODAY’
305 lAS. AWARF:NESS CoMMITTF.E
meeting bubo at 12 30 p
in the SI.
Loma Prieto H00111 A forum will be
presented by the AS and the Anti.
Iniperislist Coordinating Committee
BANDAIDE Imouts and Hours will be
tads, fit 1 10 p rn in Muto 150 Weat
closthes
liAllt t In

THURSDAY
SAILING CLAN meets tonight in the S U
Almaden Room at 7 30 There will be a
movieSailing

Park."
In addition to his SDS
activities, Reichman was

active in the Radical Student
Union at U.C. Berkeley.
The event is free.

"THE
LAST
DETAIL

.11011.

Be a special kind of Navy Flyer.
Be a Naval Flight Officer.

is a gem of a film!"
JUDITH GRIST, Now York Mag.,.

NOMINATED FOR

FRIDAY
VIETNAMESE STI DENTs ASSotIATION
en...1’111.min, tonight at 7 30in
In 15

ACADEMY AWARDS
iNcLuoNr,
U BEST ACTOR

.11

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
Of

3

ACADEMY AWARDS

RENNIWrite
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Morric Dailey Auditomirn

Friday, March 1st 7 p.m. & 10 p.m’.
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371 3020
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PRUNE YARD
CAMPBELL
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Whenever a Navy plane is under electronic control, that plane is in the hands
of a Naval Flight Officer. Naturally, as a
candidate for Naval Flight Officer training you’ll need some very special qualifications. First, you must really want to
fly, even if you’ve never flown before.
You’ll also need a college degree and the
kind of mind that works well with math
and physics.
Waiting at theend of your training
program is a Navy Commission and the
Golden Wings of a Naval Flight Officer.
By then you’ll be an expert in areas
like Jet Navigation and Airborne Con
trol...equipped to do your job wherever
you go.

But whatever your specialty, travel will
be a part of your life. And so will challenge, responsibility, achievement and
reward.
If that’s the kind of career you’re looking for, and if you think you’ve got what
it takes to be a Naval Flight Officer, talk
it over with your Navy recruiter. He’s at
273-7377 (collect). Or see us on campus.

PLACE: Bldg. "Q"Room 3
DATE: 27 thru 28 February 74
TIME: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
OR PLACE: Aero Dept
DATE: 25 February thru 1 March 74
TIME: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
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F and T show

has humor,
stereo hands
By Joan Baldwin

The dual pianos of Ferrante and Teicher
dazzled the crowd at Flint Center

Mountain’s new release limited
I.ive concert albums can
reveal further dimension
and insight to base recordings, but in the case of Twin
Peaks, Mountain’s live
endeavor, the opposite is
achieved in a most embarrasing way.
Mountain’s repertoire of
quality music is limited and
the result is the boring extension of eight sporadic
songs on a double album.
Deeply imbedded in the
folklore of crushing acidrock, Mountain has evolved
from the remnants of the
legendary Eric Clapton-Jack
Bruce -Ginger
Baker
coalition known as Cream.
Such inspiration has only
proved adequate and has
resulted in relatively few
moments of rock and roll
splendor.
Felix Pappalardi, who
procuded Cream, and Leslie
West, the band’s excellant
guitarist,
prove
their
inability to improvise.

Ma lo
to rock
at Civic
Spearheaded
by
the
sparkling guitar riffs of
Carlos Santana’s younger
brother Jorge, the Bay Area
based Latin-rock group Malo
will appear in concert this
Friday at 8 p.m., at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Ticket prices range front
$4-5.50 and can be obtained
at the New Box Office 140 W.
San Carlos St. Further ticket
information can be obtained
by phoning 295-8050.
Jo Baker, formerly of the
Elvin Bishop Band, and exHot Tuna drummer Sammy
Piazza form the nucleus of
the New Stoneground band
that will share the bill with
Malo.
Also on hand will be Butch
Whacks and the Glass
Packs.
Butch
Whacks
models his group after the
Sha Na Na revue which
parades a musical and
spirited voyage into the
Fifties

This is notably evident in
"Nantucket Sleighride,"
which erratically carries on
for a half-hour with no apparent direction other than
to cover two sides of
plasticware.
Ex-Cream and former
Mountain man Jack Bruce is
sorely missed for his innovative musicianship, as is
Corky Laing, the band’s
original and very competent
drummer.
Bruce is paid homage,
however, with the inclusion
of his "Theme From An

Imaginary Western." With
the absence of Bruce and
I.aing, the success of
Mountain’s performance is
burdened on the shoulders of
West.
West’s vocals and guitar
playing erupts with the
velocity of an exploding
volcano, and this is evident
in "Blood of the Sun,"
"Never In My Life," and
Mountain’s classic rocker,
"Mississippi Queen."
Chuck Berry’s "Roll
Over Beethoven," is thrown
in as the finale and is totally

From the tip of their patent-leathered toes
to the end of their ruffled shirt cuffs,
Ferrante and Teicher were precision perfect as they played to a capacity audience at
De Anza College’s Flint Center Monday
night.
The piano duo played old favorites including excerpts from the opera ’Carmen’
and "Theme from the Apartment" with a
few Simon and Garfunkel tunes thrown in
for the more contemporary individuals in
the audience.
The music seemed to be geared toward
resting the jangled nerves of the weary
commuter and to relax the hagard
housewife, who composed the greater
portion of the audience.
Ferrante and Teicher, now in their thirties, have been playing together since the
age of 6, and it shows. Their playing is in
perfect synchronization.
They are good humored and openly
acknowledge their "straightness." Early in
the show Ferrante announced they were
going to depart from their usual repetroire
and play some soul music.,"This piece
we’ve selected," he explained with a laugh,
"we understand the music but not the title,
’Stoned in Love with You’."
The majority of the audience laughed
along because they didn’t seem to understand it either.

Ailments hinder

out-of-character to Mountain’s style of play. "Silver
Paper" and "Crossroader"
are worth listening to while
"Guitar Solo" is a waste of
time.
Solo"
is
"Guitar
characterized by West’s
addition of "Jingle Bells" at
the piece’s conclusions.
When Mountain consisted
of West, Bruce and Laing,
the band seemed to be on
solid ground. But with the
demise of Bruce and Laing,
it appears as if Mountain is
about to crumble,

top entertainers
From the Associated Press
Entertainer Sammy Davis
Jr. and comedian Redd Foxx
had to cease work on their
individual shows when
ailments sidelined them for
hospital testing.
Davis, experiencing chest
pains, and Foxx, suffering
from a nervous condition,
both appear to be on the road
toward recovery.
A spokesman at Mount
Sinai Hospital in Miami said
Davis "appears to be in

’Mestizo’ reveals artist
By Eric Lyon
He calls himself a Mestizo,
which in Spanish means halfbreed.
But it is a term of selfrespect for Daniel Valdez,
and he uses it as the title for
his first album.
The soon-to-be released
A&M album shows Valdez is
a complete artist. He sings
well, plays the guitar with
authority and is a competent
arranger of his own
material.
On first hearing you might
think the wrong record was
packaged inside Valdez’
album jacket because of the
startling similarity between
his voice and that of Jose
Feliciano.
More careful listening
reveals Valdez’ purer tonal

quality and an easy ability to
make his voice slide over the
notes.
"Mestizo," like any good
album, functions on more
than one level. It is an easy
listening
collection
of
songsall
written
by
Valdezwith nice Spanish
guitar underpinnings.
But beneath the gentle
sound there is also serious
social commentary, even
talk of revolution. Perhaps
significantly, Valdez sings of
"la revolucion" in Spanish.
Maybe he is only half serious
about the idea of revolution,
or perhaps he is trying to
sneak a message past his
English-speaking audience.
Valdez sings of quests for
purpose,
and
deeper
meanings. In his songs we

hear of his search for his
racial identity and his
description of a Mestizo as
being born of "the blood of
two worlds brought together
in the rape of Mexico."
Valdez traces his ancestry
back to the ancient cultures
of the Axtecs and Mayans.
He sees himselfas
a
Chicano-Mestizoas
he
describes it in "America de
los Indios."
The nicest cut on the
albumthe one which shows
Valdez at his lyric and
melodic bestis the lilting
"Primavera." Primavera,
Spanish for springtime, is
the name of his daughter and
Valdez, backed by swirling

flutes, sings of his hope that
her heart will be filled "with
love for all humanity."
The songs at times have an
unfortunate similarity of
sound, primarily because
they are arranged very
simply using guitars as the
main instruments, with
accompanying piano and
bass.
Behind Valdez’ lyrics one
senses a man of deep feeling
and sensitivity. Even when
he speaks of revolution one
suspects his true talent will
eventually push through any
ideological limitations and
free him to make real artistic contributions.

The use of a film screen backdrop was
employed to dramatically enhance some of
the serious numbers they played. For
"Sound of Silence", a forest with the sun’s
rays cutting through the morning mist was
projected.
A gigantic strobe light was used to create
effects for "Georgie Girl" which caused
many surprised laughs throughout the
crowd.
Teicher reflected on the tedium of constant travel, they are currently on an eightmonth tour, stating that he and Ferrante
have found a way to amuse themselves. It’s
a game they call "Charoodles", which is
merely a fancy name for charades.
Much to the delight of the smiling spectators, Teicher pulled at his pants and
looked down at his knees, "A lawyer
examining his briefs," Ferrante announced
proudly, to the tittering crowd.
There were three encores, although
somewhat contrived as the clapping had
scarcely reached a crescendo before the duo
had returned and were pounding out another
lilting melody. But the audience loved it.
Their final number was a medley of love
songs, including themes from "Love Story"
and -Romeo and Juliet." With a wave and
an invitation to the crowd to join them later
in their dressing room, Ferrante and
Teicher were gone.

798 No. 13th St.
San Jose, Ca,
Ph, 297-3690
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reasonable condition ... and
seems to be reasonably
comfortable."
The star of NBC’s "Sanford and Son," Foxx, 51, is
undergoing diagnostic tests Lu
at an undisclosed hospital in
(.()
Los Angeles.
Whether or not Foxx is
capable of taping the three
final shows for the season
remains to be seen. Foxx’s Lu
attorney Stanley Malone,
says "His return ... depends cc
on the outcome of the
examination."
Davis, 48, was scheduled to
appear as a guest on the Phil *
Donahue Show and had to be
replaced by singer Mel
Torme.
A spokesman for the
Donahue show said Davis
complained of chest pains *
while eating lunch with
friends.
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Auto Tech Inc. mechanics
specialize in
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FOREIGN, ECONOMY & SPORTS
CAR
Tune-up, Repair, Front End Alignment
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TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ON INSURANCE?
FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
CAMPUS

CSIS/

INSURANCE
SERVICE

404 S. Third St. 289-8681
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Blues band at Effort
A stage set to resemble a living room in the 1930’s will be
the background for Melba Rounds and the Blind Reverand, a
group scheduled to appear Thursday, 8 p.m., at the Joint
Effort Coffee House.
The blues-oriented band features Pamela Poland, who
formerly performed with Joe Cocker, and Ken Bloom.
Together they bring back the blues music of the 1930’s in their
own original style.
Poland has just recorded a solo album for Columbia
Records entitled "Pamela Poland."
Admission to the Melba Rounds and the Blind Reverand
concert is $1.00 for students and 91.50 for general public.
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Beith goes for the big ones
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By George L. Phillips
In the rugged world of auto
racing, one of the most
rugged forms is the United
States Automobile Club
Championship
USAC
racing. To begin with, it
takes about $250,000 to
campaign one car for a
season. Then, of course,
obvious
there
is the
problems of getting the
winning team together while
keeping the car on the track
and off the wall.
for
sport
It
is
a
businessmen. You spend
most of your time in
meetings, not out on the road
between fairgrounds like
your dirt-track cousins.
Dick Beith, 37, is a ’58 grad
of San Jose State University.
He has given up a lucrative
position in a firm that he
started years ago, to go
racing the big wayat
Ontario and Indy.
When Beith was growing
up in the Bay Area he started
a love affair with racing at
the old Oakland Speedway,
with tickets he received as
premiums from his paper
route. "I just couldn’t get
enough racing," he said
recently. "I used to trade for
tickets with the other kids if I
didn’t get my own."
Before too much longer
Beith was a dyed-in-the-wool
hot redder. He once set a
speed record of 184-mph at
the salt flats of Bonneville.
He maintained his love for
speed but channeled it in a
-
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ARL HOGUE attempts a
p shot against L.A. State
the second half of the

game. It was a futile effort
as the Diablos won 95-67.
Other Spartans watching the

Vincent Herrera

action are Gary Hicks and
Mike Fair.

Spartans meet 49er’s

Irst

Judokas
hope for
two wins

Front SJSI: to II,SAC circuit

is

Coming off a five game
osing streak, the SJSU
arsity basketball squad
avels south to face 11th
anked Long Beach State
morrow night and San
iego State Saturday night.
The Spartans, who have an
1-13 record overall, need a
iracle win over Long
each to keep alive their
opes for a break-even
ecord. The 49ers, who
partan coach Ivan Guevara

described as "awesome,"
defeated San Jose 72-57
earlier this season at San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Long Beach, playing under
the shadow of a three-year
National Collegiate Athletic
Association probation, is
paced by Roscoe and Clifton
Pondexter.
San Diego, who hold the
same 2-7 PCAA record as the
Spartans, was defeated 81-69
in San Jose’s PCAA home

opener. The Aztecs have a
dismal 5-17 record overall.
The Spartans continue to
be led offensively by guards,
Ken Mickey and Pete Miller,
who are both averaging 13
points a game. Earl Hogue,
who has come on strong in
the second half of the season,
is averaging nine points per
league contest and leads the
team with his 55 per cent
shooting average from the
floor.

Ambitious gymnast
is SJUS success story
By Marvin Kusumoto
It is the dream of any
thletic coach to have an
known student come off
e street and become a
national caliber athlete after
a few months of practice.
Rea Anders, coach of the
SJSU Gymnastic team, had
this dream come true last
year when Ken Linney asked
permission to practice with
the team after watching it in
a demonstration.
By the end of the year,
Linney was one of the better
floor exercise men on the
team and placed second in
the PCAA.
This year, with one year of
experience behind him,
Linney is "much more
powerful, more refined,"
said Anders. "He has the
technique and the confidence
to be a champion."
Actually, Linney didn’t
just become an overnight
success story, he was involved in gymnastics in his
younger days, first at the
YMCA and later under the
direction of Nils Benson at
the Santa Clara Youth
Village.
After entering high school
he temporarily retired from
gymnastics to compete for
the high school diving team.
Ile made All-American in his

last two years of diving
competition.
Linney said that he likes
gymnastics better than
diving. "Diving is set, there
is only so much you can do.
In gymnastics, there is more
originality to put together in
the routines."
When he came to SJSU, he
decided to start gymnastics
up again. "I knew they had a
good program here," said
Linney. "I picked it up pretty
fast again. When they
needed a free exercise guy, I
was able to get a spot on the
team."
This year has been Linney’s best so far. He made a
career high of nine points in
the recent meet against
Portland State University
which topped all of his
teammates. He said, "I’ve
been waiting for it for quite a
while."
"The double twist had
been my weakest part of my
routine," said Linney.
"When I made that double
twist, I knew I had it."
"My optional routine was

as difficult as I could make
it," he continued. "When I
could hit it, it would score
high."
Under Coach Anders,
Linney has really improved.
But much of the credit must
go to Linney himself. "All his
success is the result of his
own personal ambition,"
said Anders.
Besides bfing one of the
best floor exercise men on
the gymnastic squad, he also
is academically one of the
smartest. With a major in
physics and a minor in
logistics, he has a 3.6 GPA
overall.
Linney has high praise for
Anders. "I enjoy working
with him," said Linney. "He
works with you individually
and takes a real personal
interest."
I.inney still has two years
of eligibility left for college
competition and he knows
where he is going. "He
knows his ability, now he has
the confidence of doing it,"
said Anders.
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ELVIS DUCK
SNAIL
ELVIS DUCK
ELVIS DUCK
TO BE ANNOUNCED
JACKSON STREET BAND
ELVIS DUCK
SNAIL

30 So, Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Sun-Wed

Being new to this sport
doesn’t help but Beith’s
enthusiasm just may be
enough to make up for
the
anything.
Maybe
"American Kid’s" dream
will come true.

matches in a row.

New Consumer Products Company
establishing routes
Students needed for delivery
of free samples
Call 732-6590 for interview appointment

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
7644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca. 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia.
Europe,
S.
America.
Africa.
Students all professions and oc
cupations 5700 to 51000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime. sight
seeing. Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al,
P.O Box 603, Corte Madera, Ca
94925

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign
ups now through Feb 25 Rosters
avaolable in Student Activities
Office
GUYS AND GALS join a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes.
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufraxia Grant. director, 241 1300

MASSUESE WANTED, top pay Will
train Call 732 8670 any day between
2 8 pm

FLICKS presents The
FRIDAY
Godfather Starring Marlon Brando.
Best Picture of the Year, three
Oscars. TwO shows 7& 10 pm Friday
at Morris Dailey Aud. S1.00 by A Phi
0

WAITRESS 8.
DELIVERY
BOYS
wanted Where? De Ante Hotel 233
W Santa Clara Come in between 2
and 4 pm Pay? $2 an hour

NEED SMALL GROUP for Friday
night for audition call between 264
pm 295 2.430 Ask for Sue
WINDOWS IN CHINA movies and
discussion on China by Betty
McAfee, who travelled extensively
in China. Feb 28 at 7,30 pm in JC
141. FREE

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 289 8681 or stop
by 404 So 3rd St , Second floor. 13rd
8. San Salvador)

AUTO INSURANCE Specializing
’
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We have the lowest rates
available
All applicants placed
regardless of record
Call Mike
Foley 741 1900 or 378 1335 for phone
quotation
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled rnech specializing in Foreign
cars, Economy & Sports cars Tune
up, repair & front end alignement
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
797 3690 798 N 13 St

J

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
523.95
COMPLETE 18" aLACKLIGHT
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES $750 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 rents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS
75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES
AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

YOUNG LADY WANTED to attend
Bay Area swing parties, 29 0196

HOUSE TO SHARE, 3 Bdrrns, 1 or 2
Males Feb or Mar I. $75 10 WO
mo
1 miles from
SJSU .
954
243 8168 7 am Or
Idlewood Dr Si
after 7 pm

STUDENT TYPING -. Close
Campus 65 cents page 99/1 1869

HOUSE TO LEASE 3 bdrms Feb or
Mar 1. S250 , 1st & last 3 miles from
SJSU 954 Idlewood Dr Si Call 243
8168 7 ant Or after 1 pm
CLEAN, QUIET. FURNISHED one
bdrm apt. 1,2 blks frOm campus
Has much storage space. Own car
stall. & many extra features $135
ono &fully refundable deposit 5565
5th St Apt 70, call 7957513

tor
PAR TTIME DEMO, needed
Microwave ovens. Hr & Days flex
will train Car necessary. 63 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
terview Wed 77th Contact Miss
Wilkes at part time employ cent
172 5 9th 277 2277
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR. Male
(must be good/ Sat A Sun evenings
20 hrs week 575 00 or comm Green
Thumb Lawn Service 245 4920
trim
GARDENERHANDYMAN
shrubs, cut lawn, light maintenance
every Saturday afternoon 3.4 hours
STEADY Call 298 4900
DR1VERSTOCKCLERK to work 15
hours per day Hours flexible to fit
class schedule Must know city well
and have good driving record $2 25
an hour STEADY Call Mrs White
298 4900

HOUSING
MEN.Large. cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance. 406 S. llth St.
I

TOWNHOUSE APT. 1,2 bath Furn
Available March 1st
blk from
Eng Bldg 294 7788 or CI8 3277 after
7 p m
2 BEDROOM APT. $155 Art Studio or
basement $40, On 11th St Call 292
6106
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom aPtS
$130 w new carpets and furn Quiet
atmosphere, near campus 385 5 4th
St Call Ben. 288 8383 or John 356
5708
QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. in pot home
for straight, serious male student
near SJSU 2974079
LIBERAL MALE ROOMATE 1121 to
share 3 bdrm house w One Other
6100 plus util Call 198 0194 aft 5

STUDIO SI 10 OR ROOM 560, both near
campus. 998 9510 or 295 7438 after 3
Pm
HOUSING .- "We dOn’t deal in houses
at Bill’s College Pharmacy " 10th IL
E William

FURN. APT, two bdrrn, i blk from
4 closets
Rent cut S140
SJSU
Girls 449 So 10th St 92.30 PM.

4th St. $200
MODERN APTS. 460
210 2 bdrm /bath, I bdrm 13073$,
also sleeping rms at 575 Private
balconies, off St parking Tel 27$
6669 or 293 5974
APT, FOR RENT, couples only
2
’no
$100
bdrm, furnished $145
deposit 441 So Sth St 295 0963
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for 1’ I nrs ranch &
horne work per day Car necessary
bath 5 tni
to campus
14750
Clayton Rd 258 1276
NEED responsible young couple to
manage apt% Close to College Free
7 hdrrn apt Call 997 2128

RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
251 2598
to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3564240 Los Gatos
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
yOur wedding You keep all phOtos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
2601

BOOKBINDING Theses, Manuscripts.
collected papers, magazines etc .
Prompt service Day or Eve 356
1912
"Prescriptions,
SERVICES
Cosmetics, and Photo finishing are
all served at Bill’s College Phar
macy." 10th & E William

AFRICA
ISRAEL -.
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ISCA. 11687
CONTACT
ROUND
San Vicente Blvd Apt NO. 4 LA
17131 826 5669 or
Calif 90049 TEL
17141 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well. "It pays tube
Your
TWA
young with TWA"
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford 225 7263 can help you
make yOur GET AWAY Float II per
lent oft with TWA Youth passport I.
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARO
Call 225 7267 for onformatoon alter
S 00 For reservations call 298 6600
Or your locai travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
annual
tin regimented
E (.0,111
student programs 8 wks in Europe
in Israel Europe
6 wks
8 wks
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 287 8240
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
trip plus inter European
6349 rd
flights rail passes internatoonal ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Servo, es West 235 East St
Clam,, No 1100, phone 787 8301
-"You can
TRANSPORTATION
walk, not ride to Bill’s College
Pharmacy:’ 10th 1 E William

SPARTAN
DAILY

LOST & FOUND

FRIENDLY FEMALE ROOMATE
over 21, good student to share 2
2 bath apt
dishwasher.
bedrm
airconditioned, complete gym Bike
to Stale
Call anytime 297 1048
Eileen Rent $62. share or 590 own
room IL bath
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished. $125
per month
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St. Call for
an appointment
244 3650.

SERVICES

TRANSPORTATNIN

ROOMATE WANTEDM or F for clean
3 bdrm. 1 bth home Share w 2
others 580 per month Call 923 $199

BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $105 rho
kitchen priv., color to, Call Ann 923
5873

LOST & FOUND "Pick up your 10S1
Bill’s College Phar
student at
macy " 10th A E William

CLASSIFIED

PERSONALS
MEN!
WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
NO experience required Excellent
Perfect
pay Worldwide travel
summer job or career Send 53 00 for
information
SEAFAX, Dept
1 C
P0
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 95362
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and your defect is looking
tor a lastong relationship with an
understanding female FREE reel
offered in exchange foe kindness 8.
companionship Cali 798 7308 all
Pm
JOIN with us for a weekend with the
Hassidim from Berkeley, Call
441
10th. 2934180

ADS
277-3175

PERSONALS
"We don’t get too
’Personal’ at Bill’s College Phar
’racy.’ 10th & E William

Classified Rates

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 290 4104
SMITH STANDARD TYPEWRITER
825. Singer port sew mach $25
Hoover upright vacuum $20 Call
797 6079

WILLOW GLEN WEST ’ha quiet and
ideal student living Setting 10 min
from campus near Curtner and old
Two and Three
Almaden Road
Bedroom units and Townhouses.
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios,
Spacious
Balconies,
Pleasant
grounds, Pool. Saunas, Rec Room,
Starting $17500 WILLOW GLEN
Canoas
Gardens
WEST APIS 3118
Ave. 2661474

WAITRESS, cocktail and food, part
time, 21 ens old Call 797 7209

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3 0 GP,’, low non smoker
rates also Call days 949 0223

4

I

Beith will be there for the
March 10 race only if
Krisitoff can get the car
previous
qualified the
weekend.

Another two wins look
pretty certain for the SJSU
Judo team as the Spartans
travel to Stanford University
tonight for the second of four
tri-meets of the judo season.
For the first time this
year, the Spartans are
meeting Stanford University
and Cal State Hayward.
The Cal State Hayward
team was very impressive in
their last team matches
against U.C. Berkeley and
San Francisco Feb. 20.
Yosh Uchida, coach of the
SJSU Judo team, described
Cal State Wayward as "the
team to watch for in the
future."
In the promotional tournament last Sunday at Cal
State Hayward, Steve Hoyt
was promoted to first degree
Black belt after winning five

$25 A DAY NO SELLING!

HELP WANTED

SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 3028
after 5 Pm

Each ii

sponsor."
The first race of the season
this year will be the
California 500. Until this
year it had been the last race
of the season but was moved
up by the new management
of Ontario Motor Speedway
to get away from baseball
and pre -season football
competition.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VITAMINS
COSMETICS,
photofinishing & lots of strange
things At Bill’s College Pharmacy.

! XEROX ..1
! Copies :
I
1
I

chief and maintained the
engine.
Bignotti is considered one
of, if not the best in his field,
which is one reason Beith
purchased two more Bignotti
modified Offenhausers for
this comm. s.ason.
"Getting a competitive
driver and sponsor was far
more difficult," Beith said.
"I was lucky to sign Steve
Krisiloff...one of the most
promising young drivers in
the business."
As far as sponsorship goes,
Beith has had several "highlevel contracts" but says he
still has not found a sponsor
worthy of racing.
Until he gets a sponsor
Beith says, "I’ve named my
car the American Kid’s
Racer. Maybe we can get the
young fans enthusiasm to
make up for the lack of a

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

M M NM I

WHW

different direction. That new
direction led to the forming
of the E-T Wheel Company
near Concord.
Three years ago Beith sold
the company for "in excess
of $1 million." Six months
ago he resigned as president
of the company when they
were making about 90,000
wheels a month and grossing
$14 million a year.
Now I had the money to
go racing at the top;
Indianapolis," he said. "I
wanted a car that could win
so I bought a car built by Dan
Gurney’s
All-American
Racers."
The car he ended up with is
the one that Wally Dallenback won the California 500
with last year. In that race it
sported the bright orange of
Granetelli and STP. George
Bignotti served as its crew
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FOR SALE bicycle, good tran
sportation, basket and bike lock
included, 1117 Call 792 6614 after 4 30
Prn
maple
FOR SALE Les Paul w
telecaster neck Vintage Gretsch 60
rms Both $300 Mint cond 293 2717
"You name it, we
FOR SALE
almost have it! at Bill’s College
Pharmacy" 10th L E WIlliam
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Judokas
hope for
two wins

Fr()ttt .SJ.S1’ to [’SAC circuit

Beith goes for the big ones
By George L. Phillips
In the rugged world of auto
racing, one of the most
rugged forms is the United
States Automobile Club
(USAC) Championship
racing. To begin with, it
takes about $250,000 to
campaign one car for a
season. Then, of course,
there is the obvious
problems of getting the
winning team together while
keeping the car on the track
and off the wall.
for
sport
a
is
It
businessmen. You spend
most of your time in
meetings, not out on the road
between fairgrounds like
your dirt-track cousins.
Dick Beith, 37, is a ’58 grad
of San Jose State University.
He has given up a lucrative
position in a firm that he
started years ago, to go
racing the big way -at
Ontario and Indy.
When Beith was growing
up in the Bay Area he started
a love affair with racing at
the old Oakland Speedway,
with tickets he received as
premiums from his paper
route. "I just couldn’t get
enough racing," he said
recently. "I used to trade for
tickets with the other kids if I
didn’t get my own."
Before too much longer
Beith was a dyed-in-the-wool
hot rodder. He once set a
speed record of 184-mph at
the salt flats of Bonneville.
He maintained his love for
speed but channeled it in a
"
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RL HOGUE attempts a
p shot against LA. State
the second half of the

game. It was a futile effort
as the Diablos won 95-67.
Other Spartans watching the

V.

Vincent

Herrera

action are Gary Hicks and
Mike Fair.

Spartans meet 49er’s
Coming off a five game
osing streak, the SJSU
arsity basketball squad
ravels south to face 11th
anked Long Beach State
morrow night and San
ego State Saturday night.
The Spartans, who have an
1-13 record overall, need a
iracle win over Long
ach to keep alive their
opes for a break-even
ecord. The 49ers, who
partan coach Ivan Guevara

described as -awesome,"
defeated San Jose 72-57
earlier this season at San
Jose Civic Auditorium,
Long Beach, playing under
the shadow of a three-year
National Collegiate Athletic
Association probation, is
paced by Roscoe and Clifton
Pondexter.
San Diego, who hold the
same 2-7 PCAA record as the
Spartans, was defeated 81-69
in San Jose’s PCAA home

opener. The Aztecs have a
dismal 5-17 record overall.
The Spartans continue to
be led offensively by guards,
Ken Mickey and Pete Miller,
who are both averaging 13
points a game. Earl Hogue,
who has come on strong in
the second half of the season,
is averaging nine points per
league contest and leads the
team with his 55 per cent
shooting average from the
floor.

Ambitious gymnast
is SJUS success story
By Marvin Kusumoto
It is the dream of any
thletic coach to have an
unknown student come off
he street and become a
national caliber athlete after
a few months of practice.
Rea Anders, coach of the
SJSU Gymnastic team, had
this dream come true last
year when Ken Linney asked
permission to practice with
the team after watching it in
a demonstration.
By the end of the year,
Linney was one of the better
floor exercise men on the
team and placed second in
the PCAA.
This year, with one year of
experience behind him,
Linney is "much more
powerful, more refined,"
said Anders. "He has the
technique and the confidence
to be a champion."
Actually, Linney didn’t
just become an overnight
success story, he was involved in gymnastics in his
younger days, first at the
YMCA and later under the
direction of Nils Benson at
the Santa Clara Youth
Village.
After entering high school
he temporarily retired from
gymnastics to compete for
the high school diving team.
He made All-American in his

last two years of diving
competition.
Linney said that he likes
gymnastics better than
diving. "Diving is set, there
is only so much you can do.
In gymnastics, there is more
originality to put together in
the routines."
When he came to SJSU, he
decided to start gymnastics
up again. "I knew they had a
good program here," said
Linney. "I picked it up pretty
fast again. When they
needed a free exercise guy, I
was able to get a spot on the
team."
This year has been Linney’s best so far. He made a
career high of nine points in
the recent meet against
Portland State University
which topped all of his
teammates. He said, "I’ve
been waiting for it for quite a
while."
"The double twist had
been my weakest part of my
routine," said Linney.
-When I made that double
twist, I knew I had it."
"My optional routine was

as difficult as I could make
it," he continued. "When I
could hit it, it would score
high."
Under Coach Anders,
Linney has really improved.
But much of the credit must
go to Linney himself. "All his
success is the result of his
own personal ambition,"
said Anders.
Besides Wing one of the
best floor exercise men on
the gymnastic squad, he also
is academically one of the
smartest. With a major in
physics and a minor in
logistics, he has a 3.6 GPA
overall.
Linney has high praise for
Anders. "I enjoy working
with him," said Linney. "He
works with you individually
and takes a real personal
interest."
Linney still has two years
of eligibility left for college
competition and he knows
where he is going. "He
knows his ability, now he has
the confidence of doing it,"
said Anders.
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New Consumer Products Company
establishing routes
Students needed for delivery
of free samples

The

Onlj
18
brea
sprig
prom

Call 732-6590 for interview appointment

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Seeks.

Australia,
OVERSEAS JOBS
Europe, S. America. Africa,
Students all professions and occupations 5700 to 53003 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight
seeing. Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al,
P 0 Box 603. Corte madera. Ca.
94925

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign
ups now through Feb 25 Rosters
available in Student Activities
Off PC e
GUYS AND GALS- On a College -age
bade class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eutrazia Grant. director. 241 1300
FRIDAY FLICKS presents The
Godfather Starring Marlon Brands.
Best Picture of the Year, three
Oscars Two shows 15. 10 pm Friday
at Morris Dailey Aud $1.00 by A Pilo
NEED SMALL GROUP for Friday
night for audition call between 264
pin 295 2430 Ask for Sue
WINDOWS IN CHINA movies and
discussion on China by Betty
McAfee, who travelled extensively
in China Feb. 28 at 730 pm in IC
141 FREE

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIREDOF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused. Call 289 Sailor stop
by 10450 3rd St., Second floor Ord
S. San Salvador)

MASSUESE WANTED, top pay Will
train Call 732 8670 any day between
2.8 pm.

AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in?
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We nave the lowest rates
available All applicants placed
regardless of record Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 or 378 1335 for phone
quotation
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mech specializing in Foreign
cars. Economy & Sports cars Tune
up, repair 8. front end alignement
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
197 3690 798 N 13 St

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
5239$
COMPLETE Ill" ELACKLIGHT
S12.99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 5150 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS. ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

WAITRESS & DELIVERY BOYS
wanted. Where? De Anza Hotel 233
W. Santa Clara. Come in between 2
and 4 pm Pay? $2 an hour

FOR SALE -bicycle, good Iran
sportation, basket and bike lock
included, $17. Call 792 4614 after 4.30
Om

HOUSE TO SHARE. 3 Bdrms, 1 or 2
Males Feb or Mar I. $75. to S80
mu 3 miles from SJSU . 954
Idiewood Dr S.J.. 243 8168 7 am or
after 7 pm

STUDENT TYPING
Close to
Campus 65 cents page 998 Me

SERVICES
RENT

2 BEDROOM APT. $155. Art Studio or
basement 140. on 11th St. Call 292
6106

GARDENERHANDYMAN trim
shrubs. cut lawn, light maintenance
every Saturday afternoon 3.4 hours
STEADY Call 2904906

LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts
5130 w new carpets and furn. Quiet
atmosphere, near campus. 385 S. 4th
St Call Ben, 288 8383 or John 356
5703

DRIVER.STOCKCLERK to work 45
hours per day Hours flexible to fit
class schedule Must know city well
and nave good driving record. S2.25
an hour STEADY Call Mrs. White
798 4900

TV

OR

STEREO,

tree

251 2598

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg ’-137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356.4248 Los Gatos
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601

TRANSPORTATION
AFRICA
ISRAEL
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND. CONTACT: ’SCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd. Apt. No, 4 L.A.
Calif 90049 TEL: 12131 826.5669 Or
17141 2873010
FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays lobe
young with TWA". Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly al 11 per
ent off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD.
Call 225 7267 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 298 6600
or your local travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING,
Eighth annual un regimented
student programs 8 wks in Europe.
inks in Israel Europe 6 wks
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West. Inc 287 8240

BOOKBINDING Theses, Manuscripts,
collected papers, magazines etc .
Prompt service Day or Eve 356
1912

SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
5349 rd trip plus inter European
flights: rail passes. international ID
cards and more Ask Mr Barbara at
Student Services West. 735 East SI
Clara No 710or phone 2870301

"Prescriptions,
SERVICES
Cosmetics. and Photofinishing are
all served at Bill’s College Pharmacy." 10th & E William

TRANSPORTATION - "You can
walk, not ride to Bill’s College
Pharmacy," 10th & E William

SPARTAN

QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. in pvt home
for straight, serious male student,
near SJSU 2976079
LIBERAL MALE ROOMATE 18.21 to
share 3 berm house w one other
$100 plus util Call 298-0194 aft 5

HOUSING

A

delivery, free service Cali Escne.s

TOWNHOUSE APT. 1,2 bath Furn.
Available March 1st 1 blk from
Eng. Bldg 294-7706 or C18.3277 after
7 p.m

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR. Male
(must be good) Sat 8. Sun evenings
20 hrs week $7500 Or comm Green
Thumb Lawn Service 245 4910

ROOMATE WANTEDM or F for clean
3 berm, 2 bth home. Share w. 2
others S80 per month Call 923.5199

MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406S 11th St.

DAILY

STUDIO $110 OR ROOM $ea, both near
campus. 998 9510 or 295 7438 after 3
Pm

I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100rno
kitchen priv , color to, Call Ann 923
5873

HOUSING - "We don’t deal in houses
at Bill’s College Pharmacy." 10th IL
E William

FURN. APT. two berm, i blk from
SJSU Rent cut S140., 4 closets
Girls. 449 So 10th St 9 230 P.M

LOST /A FOUND

FRIENDLY FEMALE ROOMATE
over 21, good student to share 2
bedrm. 2 bath apt dishwasher,
aircenditioned; complete gym. Bike
to State. Call anytime 297.1048
Eileen. Rent $62. share or 190 own
room S. bath

CLASSIFIED

LOST C FOUND "Pick up Whir lost
student at Bill’s College Phar
rnacy ’ 10th & E William

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED Or
unfurnished. S125 per month
Excellent location. Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St. Call for
an appointment
244.3650.

PERSONALS
MEN! - WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPSI
No experience required Excellent
Pay Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career Send S3.00 for
information SEAFAX, Dept. 1 C
P0 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 90362

MODERN APTS. MO 5. 4th St. $200
210. 2 bdrrn -Math; I berm. 130135.,
also sleeping rms. at S75. Private
balconies. off st parking Tel 27$
6669 or 293 5974.

ADS

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
for a tasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness &
companionship Call 798 7308 aft s

APT. FOR RENT, couples only 2
bdrrn, furnished $IAS me $100
deposit. 441 So 5th St 2950943
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for 114 hrs ranch
home work per day. Car necessary.
bath 5 mi. to campus. 14750
Clayton Rd. 258 1276

277-3175

JOIN with us for a weekend with Me
Hassidim from seminar. Call Halt!,
441 S 10th, 2934106

NEED responsible young couple to
manage apts Close to College Free
berm apt Call 997 7178

PERSONALS - "We don’t get too
’personal’ at Bill’s College Phar
macy," 10th & E. William

Classified Rates

Print Your Ad Here:

iCnunl app.". II ieite.s and spzirs

3 Imes
4 Imes
5 brief
6 linos
11. h add,
t..,.nal line
Add

FOR SALE Les Peul w maple
telecaster neck Vintage Gretsch 60
rms Both $200 Mint cond 2932117
FOR SALE
"You name it, we
almost have it. at Bill’s College
Pharmacy " 10th & E William

YOUNG LADY WANTED to attend
Bay Area swing parties’ 2590190

CLEAN, QUIET, FURNISHED one
berm apt. I’ biks from campus
Has much storage space, own car
stall. L many extra features S135
rno 8. fully refundable deposit 556 S
5th St Apt 10, call 795 7513

PARTTIME DEMO, needed for
Microwave ovens. Hr & Days flex.
will train Car necessary. 13 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
terview Wed 27th Contact Miss
maces at part time employ cent
122 S 9th 777 2277

TYPIST EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 298 4104
SMITH STANDARD TYPEWRITER
$U. Singer port sew mach 125
Hoover upright vacuum S20 Call
797 6070

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living Setting 10 min
from campus near Curtner and old
Almaden Road Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses.
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios.
Spacious pleasant
Balconies,
grounds. Pool, Saunas, Rec Room,
Starting $175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave. 266.1474

HOUSE TO LEASE 3 bdrms Feb or
Mar I. S250 , 1st & last 3 miles from
SJSU 954 idlewood Dr Si Call 243
8168 7 am or after 7 pm

WAITRESS, cocktail and fOod, part
time, 21 yrs old Call 197 7209

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

4

Calendar

$25 A DAY NO SELLING!

HELP WANTED

SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent.
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment. Lowest
prices in Inc Bay Area Call 2522028
after 5 Pm

Each .1

Being new to this sport
doesn’t help but Beith’s
enthusiasm just may be
enough to make up for
the
Maybe
anything.
"American Kid’s" dream
will come true.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VITAMINS
COSMETICS;
photofinishing 8. lots of strange
things Al Bill’s College Pharmacy.

I
I

Beith will be there for the
March 10 race only if
Krisiloff can get the car
previous
qualified the
weekend.

Another two wins look
pretty certain for the SJSU
Judo team as the Spartans
travel to Stanford University
tonight for the second of four
tri-meets of the judo season.
For the first time this
year, the Spartans are
meeting Stanford University
and Cal State Hayward.
The Cal State Hayward
team was very impressive in
their last team matches
against U.C. Berkeley and
San Francisco Feb. 20.
Yosh Uchida, coach of the
SJSU Judo team, described
Cal State Wayward as "the
team to watch for in the
future."
In the promotional tournament last Sunday at Cal
State Hayward, Steve Hoyt
was promoted to first degree
Black belt after winning five
matches in a row.

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

’XEROX .1
I Copies :-

sponsor."
The first race of the season
this year will be the
California 500. Until this
year it had been the last race
of the season but was moved
up by the new management
of Ontario Motor Speedway
to get away from baseball
and pre-season football
competition.

chief and maintained the
engine.
Bignotti is considered one
of, if not the best in his field,
which is one reason Beith
purchased two more Bignotti
modified Offenhausers for
this coming season.
"Getting a competitive
driver and sponsor was far
more difficult," Beith said.
"I was lucky to sign Steve
Krisiloff...one of the most
promising young drivers in
the business."
As far as sponsorship goes,
Beith has had several "highlevel contracts" but says he
still has not found a sponsor
worthy of racing.
Until he gets a sponsor
Beith says, "I’ve named my
car the American Kid’s
Racer. Maybe we can get the
young fans enthusiasm to
snake up for the lack of a

different direction. That new
direction led to the forming
of the E-T Wheel Company
near Concord.
Three years ago Beith sold
the company for "in excess
of $1 million." Six months
ago he resigned as president
of the company when they
were making about 90,000
wheels a month and grossing
$14 million a year.
"Now I had the money to
go racing at the top:
Indianapolis," he said. "I
wanted a car that could win
so I bought a car built by Dan
All-American
Gurney’s
Racers."
The car he ended up with is
the one that Wally Dallenback won the California 500
with last year. In that race it
sported the bright orange of
Granetelli and STP. George
Bignotti served as its crew
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The Spartans are back by a

mile

Only Jim Ryun and Marty Liguori have run the mile faster at age
18 than SJSU sophomore phenom Mark Schilling (at right). After
breaking Jour minutes thrice last year. Schilling should combine with
sprinters like Vince Breddell to boost the Spartans back into national
prominence.
By G. LaMarche Phillips ’75
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In 1969 San Jose State was the national champion
in track. The whole world knew of John Carlos,
Tommie Smith, Ronnie Ray Smith and company.
But the glitter wore off in short order. By 1972
Long Beach State was beating SJSU by more than
60 points at the PCAA finals.
Last year. however, the Spartans were back.
They were rated sixth in the nation as a dual-meet
team after posting a 9-0 record. And this year they
are eyeing that national champion plateau. What
caused the turnabout?
In 1972 Bud Winter turned the coaching reins
over to his assistant Ernie Bullard. Bullard was
determined to get the show on the road again, but
knew he needed help to do it. He looked north to
the University of Oregon and sought its respected
assistant coach Don Riggs. Riggs readily agreed to
help, being a man who thrives on challenge.
Riggs was to run the distance program and one
of his first moves was to convince Garden High
School’s Mark Schilling 1972 high school state
champion in the mile that the way was San
Jose.
Schilling had run 4:05.4 to win the prep title.
but last year as a freshman under Riggs, he
startled everyone by running a 3:58.6 at the
NCAA finals in Baton Rouge to finish sixth. The
first eight men in that race broke four minutes.
and Olympic sensation Dave Wottle won it.
That race suddenly thrust Schilling into the
limelite, making him the third fastest 18-year-old
in history. Only Jim Ryun and Marty Liguori ever
went faster at that age.
Schilling later broke four minutes twice more in
a Junior Olympian tour of Europe, silencing those
who might use the word "fluke."
Schilling. who doubles in the half-mile (1:50.6).
explains his success in terms of coach and team.
"Coach Riggs not only has a fantastic training
program," says Schilling, "but he also gets the
most out of a team. We really have a team spirit
here, with everyone pulling for each other."
During workouts Riggs stands in the middle of
the infield at south campus with a handful of
stopwatches, shouting times and yelling
incouragement as though he were in a football
locker room before the big game. "Way to be. way
to be. Nobody beats us. nobody."
The emerging distance program is just one factor
in the return to track prominence. Bullard and
Riggs have a group of sprinters, led by senior
Vince Breddell. that should bring back the old
"speed city" days of the late ’60s. There is similar
optimism for the hurdling. jumping and pole
vaulting events.
But Schilling’s story is an interesting one. Says
Riggs, "I first heard of Mark when I was still at
Oregon. He was offered the moon by several
schools. I went down to talk to him after I knew
I was coming to San Jose. I told him all I could
offer him was the challenge we were all facing. As
I left his home I simply told his folks that 1 was
impressed with their son as an individual. Soon

after that he decided to come here. He’s not even
on a full NCAA scholarship.
"I have never been so impressed with a young
man’s outlook as far as his role as an athlete and
his place in society are concerned," adds Riggs.
"Mark is really concerned that he contributes
something to his world."
Schilling is a tall (6-4), lanky youth who runs
with a headband around his long unruly hair. He
is very serious about his own success but never
forgets the meaning of humility. "The main reason
I run the mile is that I’m too slow for the sprints,"
he smiles.
"This season is the most important thing to me
right now," he says. "The pressure is on me. Last
year I was just a freshman out there and everyone
just sort of rooted for me. This year they are going
to expect things."
What about the more distant future? Schilling is
not sold on the Olympics. although he was
successful on the Junior Olympic tour last year.
"The racing was really nice but we never got to
see much anywhere because the AAU expects the
"Mom’s apple pie" image to come through. I don’t
know if I want to go through that with the
Olympics." He has a while to think it over.
Schilling’s main concern is this year. "We are
running 60-70 miles a week, split between three
workouts. The workouts will get lighter." he says.
"so we can work for a peak at the end of the
season." If last year was an indication of when he
peaks. he seems to have the right idea.
Above all, Schilling is a team man and what
a team he has behind him.
The Vince Breddell-led sprinting corps should
supplement well the big miler in the upcoming
season. Breddell. a senior who finished fourth in
the 220 at Baton Rouge. is joined by Tom Sprink
and frosh Ron Whitaker. Young Whitaker was
rated the nation’s top high school 440 prospect last
year.
Another key to the ’74 season will be the
jumping events. Last year’s national high school
triple jump champion Ron Livers will carry his
51 -foot performance into the pits. along with Louie
Wright who has gone 25 feet in the long jump.
Either junior college transfer Dan Ripley (16-1)
or Jack Van Kirk (15-6) will undoubtedly be the
PCAA pole vault champion in 1974.
Greg Tinnin, who also high jumps 6-10, will
lead what should be the best hurdles crew in SJSU
history. Tinnan has 13.6 speed, and he will need it
to beat teammates Al Hall, Bruce Leek and Frank
Rublick.
It will take such talent to face this year’s tough
schedule and still come out looking like national
championship material.
In mid -March the Spartans travel to Los
Angeles to face defending NCAA champion UCLA
and conference rival Long Beach State in a
double-dual meet. The Spartans will also travel to
the University of Washington. Occidental. U.C.
Irvine and Stanford. Home meets will feature
Colorado, Washington State and Idaho.
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Viewpoints
Commentary:
It is refreshing to see that SJSU President John
Bunzel continues to shine as a major spokesman
against quota hiring in education. While others
would abstain from the debate for fear of drawing
unfavorable labels to their names. Bunzel has
repeatedly spoken out for principle.
"When making a faculty appointment, a
university should not treat a candidate as a
representative of his race but as an individual and
human being who will be judged on the basis of
his accomplishments as a teacher and scholar."
Bunzel recently told the Regional Advisory Board
of the Anti-Defamation League in San Francisco.
Quotas in hiring, especially in the uniquely
sensitive area of education, can be as
anti-democratic and destructive to society as the
ugly racism which is at the root of all quota talk.

Alumni bookshelf
fond of Farewell
FAREWELL TO MANZANAR
by Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston ’56 and James D.
Houston ’56
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973
The Japanese have suffered a large enough share
of indignities since Commodore Perry to guarantee
them a place in any book that might attempt to
catalogue man’s inhumanities to man. The fact
that, until recently. they faced life with a mixture
of stoicism and resignation doesn’t mean the
hardships were any less vicious than those of more
vocal ethnic groups only less visible.
Farewell to Man:anat.. a new book written by
former SJSU students Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston
and her husband James. brings a characteristically
idiotic episode of bigotry against Japanese Americans into clear focus, making a sad
part of American history into poignant human
experience.
Mrs. Houston. who emerges as the primary
writer of the book, recalls her childhood
internment in the World War II relocation camp
Manzanar and its effects on her family and herself.
The woman was only seven at the time of the
relocation from her west coast fishing village in
1942. but her recollections seem too vivid to be
discounted as childhood fantasy. When her father’s
fishing boats returned to shore prematurely upon
news of the December 7th invasion, she didn’t
even know what Pearl Harbor was. And after the
order to move had come, she remembers her
mother breaking fine China dishes at the feet of a
carpetbagging salesman rather than selling them at
a measely $15.
Her memories of Manzanar are equally clear.
Drafty. featureless army barracks became homes
for families who had lived in relative prosperity
before the war. Prisoners were forced to cope with
improperly prepared food and assembly-line
sanitary facilities. The author tells of exceedingly
modest Japanese women who would wait until late
night before using the latrines, and how
sometimes, because of it. midnight was the most
crowded hour.
Despite the uninhabitable conditions. the
Japanese-Americans at Manzanar united to build
the camp into a town. Not a home town, perhaps.
but a livable village where the normal affairs of
life could be carried out.
Farewell to Man:anar is nothing more than a
series of childhood memories. But they are brought
together in a unified and unembellished narrative.
Never does Mrs. Houston dwell on mystical
searches for racial identity. nor does she embark
on crusades against social injustice, realizing
rhetoric will change neither the past nor the future.
Honest human feeling might do that, though,
2

As the president puts it. "quotas require us to
believe that we can overcome discrimination
against some people by discriminating against
others. This is a mischievous idea."
Bunzel sees some problems even with features of
the federal affirmative action program. which
provides guidelines for increasing the number of
minorities and women on college campuses but
doesn’t actually set up a mandatory quota system.
"Under some of its present guises," says Bunzel
"the program is too often marred by a weak sense
of social consequence. It tries to correct one set of
wrongs by entangling itself with means that are
likely to corrupt and impede its own stated ends."
Bunzel strongly believes in equal opportunity in
hiring. He is determined that shackles be removed
from minorities and females in the race for
teaching jobs. But. as he has stated, he is opposed
to "telling the scorekeeper that he should make an
effort to insure that the black and female runners
win a fixed percentage of the races."
and this book is fairly dripping with humanity.
Race seems to lose its importance when people are
treated as people rather than cattle. The Houstons
treat the characters in the Manzanar story as
individual entities throughout the book. It is the
soldiers and FBI men who, in the end. seem
"alien."
Eric Schatmeier

bargain of a book
BARGAIN HUNTING IN SAN FRANCISCO
by Kathy Filaseta ’74 and Sally Solich
J.P.Tarcher Inc.. 1973
There exist today guidebooks to travel, guidebooks
to eating and sleeping. guidebooks to
entertainment and even guidebooks to sexual
relations. The danger to the guidebook fanatic, of
course, is that he will let the books rule his life
that, armed with the books, he won’t have to form
his own opinions because he has those of an
expert so close at hand.
There is one guidebook. though. that is essential
in this day and age. That would be a guidebook to
savings. SJSU graduate Kathy Filaseta and
Moraga housewife Sally Solich combed stores
throughout the bay area to document such savings
in their guidebook to bargains. Bargain Hunting in
San Francisco (Including the East Bay. the
Peninsula. San Jose and Surrounding Areas).
Many will scoff at a book that lists stores where
people can find the items they want on the cheap.
They will contend such a book takes the fun and
thrill out of the search. But it also takes away the
expense and the frustration. No longer is a
shopper’s gas tank emptied or patience drained
from chasing that elusive bargain.
The stores are listed both in categories and
alphabetically. San Jose’s Recycle Bookstore on
First Street is one quite encouraging listing. Every
book in the store is reduced by at least 50 percent
and the selection is so huge that browsers can be
kept busy for more than one trip. All the books
are used, but they are in excellent condition.
according to the authors.
Shoppers may object to their loud commercials
and gaudy showroom, but they can’t deny the
bargains inside Heskett’s Carpet Coliseum, the
authors tell us. "Remnants are displayed upright
like an army of guards around the huge perimeter
of this showroom. Each remnant is clearly labeled
with the manufacturer’s name, color and quality.
as well as original and sale price." It is "the
biggest. neatest selection of room -size carpet
remnants around."
Off-beat companies are represented in the book.
too. The S. Debella Barrel Co. doesn’t have a store
on every street corner, nor does the Gift Exchange.
which, as its name implies, exchanges unwanted
gifts for a small service charge.
(Continued on page II)

Letters
Dear Staff:
Your December article on Tom Smothers
brought back many memories. We lived in the
same apartment on 10th St. for a while. and I
tended bar at the club that gave the Smothers
Brothers their start.
This latter point prompted me to write. Eric
Schatmeier referred to the club as the Keystone
Club erroneously. Anyone who went to SJS in the
mid-’50s will remember it well as the Kerosene
Club. or just The "K" Club.
Many alums will remember baladeer Paul
Thompson, a State grad, who was famed at The
"K" Club for his "Seven Old Ladies" ditty and
went on to work with Lawrence Welk. Folk singers
Dick and Betsy (also State grads) and Al "The
Senator" Moore also preceeded the Smothers at
the "K" Club.
The writer did mention Tom’s brilliance in the
card stunt section. He combined the right touches
of comedy to get students to pull off a series of
stunts that were hard to top. Tom also was a
promising football player in his freshman year and
went on to be a top gymnast for SJS.
Along with John Henry (who gained fame for
his marching band in the Homecoming Parade
when the Spartans played the University of
Wyoming in 1960). Whitney Reed the "clown
prince of tennis" and "Shoeless" Joe Ulm, who
starred on the football team in the ’50s. Tom
Smothers was one of the unique State characters of
that era
Rod Stollery, Editor
The Tahoe World
Tahoe City, Ca.
Thanks for the correction. but .vou missed our bigger
error. We gave Toni a cap and gown. when actually
he did not stay at State long enough to graduate.
After three years of classes at SJS. Tom left for the
Big Time without a SJS diploma. Ed.
Dear Staff:
I enjoyed the December Spartan. but 1 would
also be interested to hear what advantages of
association membership I might be able to make
use of. Again, thanks for the paper.
William R. Palmer ’71
Honolulu
See page 7 for membership benefits. Ed.
THE COVER:
The dramatic pencil
sketch over a gesso
(thick paste that dries
to allow extra detail)
was done by Larry
Daniello. University
Editor. A 1966 grad.
Larry has been supplying his art expertise to
the University for
nearly six years.
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Chasing
an elusive
glow
It could be a glow that will change the
future of medical science. The Russians
claim to have used it to detect cancer.
SJSU’s Richard Szumski, excited at
the prospects, is reserving judgement.
z

By Eileen Collo 14
Some of the most fascinating research being done
at the SJSU campus today is conducted by a man
who isn’t even a professor here. A man who
experiments in his spare time.
Richard Szumski, director of visual aids production at SJSU, is probing the potential of
Kirlian photography a process that may make it

Ever take a good, close look at a career
in life insurance?
Maybe. like a lot of people. you’ve dismissed
the thought of a career in life insurance without
a thorough investigation. We’d like you to take
a good look at it: you may be surprised at
wIlai you see.
We think you’ll see a career with unlimited
potential for high income and personal satisfaction ... a career that combines unusual
independence with a very real opportunity to
be of service to others. If this sounds good
to you, we’d like to tell you about our unique
Sales and Sales Management Training Program and the opportunities it can offer young
men and women. And we’ll he frank about
the pitfalls. too.
If you are interested in this professional
opportunity, take one small step. Just send
for our free brochure. "Career Planning." It
puts the story squarely on the line -- facts,
figures and all.
Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company
777 North First St., Mezzanine
San Jose, Ca. 95112
I am interested in learning more about the career
you Rec.
Phsase 841nd me your free booklet
"Career Planning."
NAME
ADDRESS

cm(

PHONE

STATE

ZIP

Connecticut Mutual Life
THE BLUE CHIP COMPANY

SINCE 1846

possible to detect illness in man and disease in
plants before even being visible. Reports even
claim that Russia is using the technique to detect
cancer.
Stated simply. the Kirlian technique enables an
object. placed directly on a piece of film between
a set of electrodes in a totally dark room, to take
its own picture using its bioluminescence as the
light source.
The value of the technique, developed in Russia
in 1939. is the subject of much controversy among
American experimenters.
Some try to explain away the glow which
,iirrounds objects photographed with the technique
as nothing more than an electrical reaction.
But to others, the results of experimentation lend
support to some long held beliefs.
I’s \ chics say the process confirms the existence
of an entrp. body through which they can
transmit mental messages.
Psxchic healers claim to ha% e the abilitx to
transfer energy from their bodies to those of others
by thought waves. possibly related to the Kirlian
"glow." This is being tested by Dr. Thelma Moss
at UCLA. If the theory holds up. the corona
(glow) of each individual should change as the
energ is transferred.
Acupuncturists believe the bright flares which
show up in Kirlian photographs coincide with the
acupuncture points of the body. If so. dim flares
could point to distressed areas which need to have
energy re-routed to them for aid.
Szumski. fascinated by the possibilities of the
technique. has decided to avoid trying to prove
any one theory.
His curiosity about the process was sparked at a
demonstration of the technique in a
para-psychology class last March. "Getting
information was difficult," complains the I2-year
veteran of the campus Instructional Resources
Center. People known to be experiementing with
the process in the United States were "clutching
information to their bosoms."
One day a person. yet unknown to Szumski.
slipped a magazine clipping on his desk which
gave a rough description of ’how to cittistruct the
device. After investing about $100 and enlisting
the technological knowledge of Bob Erickson. a

friend and research partner. Szumski began
experimentation. He has used the method on
plants. tidepool life, a scorpion and his fingertips.
His own experiments have indicated that the
glow surrounding objects may be cabable of
showing the physical. mental and emotional state
of the subject plant or human.
After angrily crushing an unco-operative leaf to
get it to lie flat in one experiment, he noticed the
plant had no corona around the mashed area. but
instead a deep red coloring, which he calls a
bleeding heart.
The emotional state was again evident once
when he photographed his own finger. The photo
apparatus began making strange noises and
Szumski became very nervous. The glow around
his fingertip as distinctly brighter than at calmer
times.
Cleve Backster. owner of a lie detector school in
New York. connects polygraphs to plants and
subjects them to various emotional stimuli. He
reports that plants do respond emotionally.
"I would like to do some experimentation of
that kind coupled with the Kirlian method."
Siornski sass. He admits his findings aren’t
conclusixe since he hasn’t been able to successfully
repeat his experiments.
In another experiment. Szumski took a healthy
looking leaf from a plant. photographed it and was
surprised to find the leaf had no glow. A few days
later, the plant died.
Kirlian once photographed his fingertip and
found practically no glow. Shortly afterward, he
became severely ill. After recovering he repeated
the experiment and his corona seemed normal.
These experiments would lend support to early
disease detection theories. If conclusive, the
findings could be a major step forward in medical
and agricultural fields.
However, until the nature of the corona is
determined through organized and standardized
research. Szumski thinks many interpretations of
the Kirlian photographs are possible.
"I would like to see a pooling of efforts to
spread research." Szumski says. But the main
obstacle, he maintains, is that many experimenters
are too interested in claiming a big discovery and
keep much of their work secret.
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historian is rarely shocked by sudden
Theevents, says Dr. Claude Buss. If one studies
the flow of history well, he can avoid such
surprise. A foremost Asian scholar, Dr. Buss has
followed well the Communist China flow. He gives
us a glimpse in this ...

View of Red China
By Mike Mitchell ’74

114.,

The writings of Karl Marx and Mao-tse-Tung will
have very little to do with the policies followed by
Red China in 1974. Traditional national interest
not communist ideology will be and always has
been the top priority for the country’s leadership.
That is Dr. Claude A. Buss’s opinion. It is an
opinion that carries weight in the SJSU history
department. where Dr. Buss serves as a scholar
and teacher.
And it is an opinion that even men like Richard
M. Nixon heed. Prior to his visit to Red China in
1971. the President solicited opinions from Buss
and several other foremost Asian experts on the
mood of China today.
Buss was a natural source to contact. He served
seven years in the diplomatic corps in prerevolutionary China. He advised Gen. Douglas
MacArthur and the Johnson administration on
Asian affairs. He also taught at Stanford
University for 23 years until reaching mandatory
retirement age there of 65.
He has been quietly beefing-up Southeast Asian
and Chinese studies at SJSU since 1969.
Low-keyed and soft spoken is the K’ZIN to describe
this 70-sear-old scholar. He doesn’t rush his
credentials at people.
Two years in a Japanese prison failed to shake
his friendly nature. He was captured in the
Philippines in 1942 while serving in the U.S. High
Commissioner’s office. He later headed up the San
Francisco Office of War Information, before
joining Stanford in 1946.
Rarely do current events shock historians. says
Buss. Events fit too snuggly into historical flows.
With 50 plus years of experience with it. Buss has
charted China’s flow better than most.
The sudden Chinese occupation of the Paracel
Islands in the South China Sea shocked most of
the world last month. Two days of air, sea and
land battles accompanied the Chinese occupation,
and ousting of South Vietnamese forces.
But historians of the area know the atolls,
located equi-distance from China. Vietnam and the
Phillipines. have been claimed by all those
countries in the past. Thus they were always an
area of potential conflict.
"I see no reason for the Chinese not to take
them." Buss states. One advantage to the islands.
he points out, is their potential for Chinese naval
operations. "I suppose the greatest advantage that
.China gets out of them, is that it puts them right
smack in the middle of the operations of the U.S.
Seventh Fleet." remarks Buss.
He dismissed the alleged Chinese interest in the
area’s oil potential that many press reports
emphasized. He also states that the occupation
doesn’t reflect a general policy of domination.
"The allegation that China is out to conquer the
world is a myth. The U.S. is in no more physical
danger from China than from India or Japan," he
maintains.
China only wants to protect its border states.
like North Korea and North Vietnam. from control
by powers hostile to it.
"I do not really think that Mao-tse-Tung cares if
the regime of North Nietnam is local-style
communism. Russian -style or Chinese-style. I only
think they don’t want North Vietnam to be in the
hands of South Vietnam. which would be a puppet
for the United States.
4

"Out there in the Orient they have a saying.
’Shrimps cause pain in the belly of a whale,’ ..
the Chinese think if they tried to swallow North
Vietnam, they would have even more difficulties
than we did in the South or in Korea," Buss
insists. Domination of border states isn’t feasable.
China’s view of itself as world revolution leader
conflicts with Buss’s claims. According to Buss,
however. "as I go over the internal history of the
revolution in China, or look at Chinese conduct in
foreign policy through the years. it seems they
have used ideology in every case they could
as just another weapon in their national arsenal,"
and not the reason for fighting.
There will always be a direct ratio between the
extent of China’s national interest being involved
and direct aid to insurgents elsewhere, he claims.
Where it’s not involved, only verbal
encouragement will be forwarded.
He says ideology plays a similar role in China to
the one it plays in the U.S. He cites the conflict of
the ideals of democracy and U.S. support of
dictators like Marcos in the Phillipines.
"A great deal of the knowledge of
Mao-tse-Tung. is basically good old-fashioned
horse sense. Mao does not have that much
ideological insight. As a matter of fact, when Mao
resorts to ideological flights of fancy. he displays
far less wisdom than when he presents himself as
a simple ’man of the masses and the champion of
the peasants.’" claims Buss.
"The old guy sits back and says. ’What are we
going to do now.’ To me. he just talks about
socialist construction or socialist transformation.
You can always get a good lawyer to argue the
side of the case you want. He makes a decision
and expects his followers to mold ideology around
it."
That could even mean a detente with Russia.
Buss says. Although current propaganda blasts are
directed against one another, border disputes
between them are normal for neighboring states.
"They never have the seeds of war in them unless
the countries wish them to." explains Buss. He
notes that the Russians play up the incidents on
the border far more than the Chinese.
Buss doesn’t expect "great flowering" of relations
between China and the U.S. But when national
interest permits, hostilities will be avoided. "The
fact that our backyards are so far apart. helps,"
says Buss.
"This attempt to normalize relations between
China and the U.S.," he says. "does not indicate a
softening of principle on the part of either nation.
It is merely a recognition that the time has come
for new diplomatic tactics in dealing with one
another." The hands-off policy of the U.S. in the
Paracels’ conflict may show the extent of the change
In Buss’ book. "The People’s Republic of China
and Richard Nixon." (1972. Stanford Alumni
Assoc.). he trys to give reasons for tensions. The
book is one of four by Buss since 1955. Modern
problems are traced to the 1940’s civil war when
the U.S. aided Chiang K’ai-shek.
In the eyes of the Chinese Communists, the
American government has always desired their
downfall. "It is easy to see why the Chinese will be
as cautious as we in the effort to restore relations."
he wrote.
But restore them. China must. He says they have
probably come to the view "that Russia is a bigger
danger to them than the U.S. While they have
their hands full with the Russians. they prefer to
put us on the backburner."
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News
quota sampling in hiring faculty members, but
instead should hire persons as individuals and
human beings who are judged on the basis of their
accomplishments as teachers and scholars.

Jessica gets her
fingerprints back
Jessica Mitford has her fingerprints back, and
what had been a most lively battle between the
fiery author and university officials has come to a
rather undramatic end.
Last month a Santa Clara County Superior
Court judge ruled Ms. Mitford was not sufficiently
notified that she would have to be fingerprinted
before teaching at SJSU.
Ms. Mitford. who was invited to lecture two
sociology classes last semester, had refused to be
fingerprinted and was faced with dismissal by
President John Bunzel. Ms. Mitford won a court
compromise that allowed her to teach the classes if
she would submit the fingerprints to the court
pending the case’s outcome.
The decision, which upheld the right of the
school system to require fingerprints, said only that
Ms. Mitford had not been notified of the
requirement before accepting the job. The court
ordered that she receive full pay for the courses
and that students enrolled in them receive earned
credits.
The English-born Ms. Mitford has been labeled
a modern-day muckraker, after writing the
best-selling The American Way of Death, an attack
on the funeral service business, and Kind and Usual
Punishment, which blasts American prison
procedures.
Asked what she would do with the returned
fingerprints, Ms. Milford replied. -The best thing
perhaps is to cremate them, place them in a urn
and contribute them to the University."
Bunzel later joked back, "If she turned over to
us the cremated remains, we would scatter them
over the nearest prison in her memory."
Throughout the dispute. Bunzel stated he was
personally opposed to fingerprinting but that he
was obligated to uphold the state law. He said he
would seek to persuade the chancellor and the
board of trustees to change the policy.

Nearly 60 percent
averaging "B" grades
No one is exactly saying why, but SJSU students
are getting higher grades than ever before. In fact.
nearly 60 percent of the students are averaging
"A" and "B’s."
"There is no question about it," reports
Academic Vice President Hobert W. Burns. "we
are definitely moving away from ’C’ as the average
grade."
Burns stated that a total of 28 percent of
students last spring received "A" grades. 30
percent got a "B." 20 percent got "C." 4 percent
recorded ’D’s," 5 percent flunked and the
remaining 13 per cent either had incomplete
grades or scored plus or minuses for grades.
Burns said that he could not be sure if the
higher grades mean a lessening of standards. But
he added, "Let’s face it, we have had enrollment
problems and there has been a tendency to relax
entrance requirements as a result."
Burns said he could not positively place blame
or credit, as the case may be, for the rising grades.
He did say there is a difference in grading
between various schools within the university.
Science and engineering teachers tend toward
lower grades and the social sciences, for one, is -a
lot easier" in its grading.
"Take the subject of linear algebra. for
instance." explained Burns. "Either a kid knows it
or he doesn’t know it. But in sociology it’s not that
easy to measure ability."
Remember registration?

Seminar to open
Steinbeck Center

President Bunzel
garners honor

A John Steinbeck extravaganza is scheduled on
campus March 23-24 to celebrate the formal
opening of the Steinbeck Research Center located
in the University Library.
The two-day seminar, sponsored by the
Extension Services and available for one unit of
credit, will analyze Steinbeck’s masterful Of Mice
and Men as interpreted in the novel, on film, in a
stage play and through Carlyle Floyd’s opera of
the same name.
The conference will feature a screening of the
1940 film. starring Burgess Meredith. Lon Chaney
and Betty Field; a production of Steinbeck’s stage
play. presented by the Theatre of Marvels, a San
Francisco company; and the San Francisco Spring
Opera’s production of Floyd’s operatic
interpretation. All events will be on campus.
Dr. Martha Heasley Cox, English professor at
SJSU and director of the Steinbeck Research
Center. will supervise the weekend seminar. The
fee is $29 and registration deadline is March I.
You may register by mail through the Extension
Services, SJSU, 95192.

SJSU President John H. Bunzel was recently
honored by the San Francisco City and County
Board of Supervisors and presented with a
certificate of honor "in appreciative public
recognition of distinction and merit."
Supervisor Quintin L. Kopp made the
presentation after Bunzel addressed a lucheon
meeting of the Regional Advisory Board of the
Anti-Defamation League held at the
Concordia-Argonaut Club in San Francisco.
The certificate called Bunzel "universally
acclaimed" and cited him for "his unswerving
devotion to the highest ideals of brotherhood and
service to mankind, by his continual and dedicated
efforts looking to the elimination of racial and
religious bigotry and discrimination."
Bunzel, who is now in his fourth year at SJSU,
was formerly chairman of the political science
department at San Francisco State University.
In his address to the Anti-Defamation League,
he said colleges and universities should not use

Extension Service has
many class openings
Although the regular academic semester is well
underway. there still remain several classes
sponsored by Extension Services that are open.
Through such classes, the public is provided with
credit and non-credit, degree and non -degree
oriented classes, as well as various seminars and
weekend conferences.
Included in the assortment of classes still
available are: "Management of Successful
Meetings" (March 19-21 at SJSU); "Knit Fabric
Know-How" (March 8-9, 15-16. 22-23 at Fremont
High School, Sunnyvale); "Applying Behavior
Principles to the Young Child" (March 16-17 at
Pacific Grove); "Modern Elementary Math:
Restoring Sanity to the Arithmetic Program"
(March 6 at Crittenden School); and "Workshop in
Educational Media" (beginning March 19 in
Soqueft.
Information on these and many other offerings is
available through the Extension Services office on
campus.

Sports

A-

Cagers playing
up to expectations

Caine said that Tulsa. Ohio State, Indiana.
Pennsylvania. Florida. Hawaii. Villanova and SJSU
comprise the 1974 Rainbow Classic field.

At press time Ivan Guevara’s basketball squad is
resting on an 11-10 won-loss record. .1 .his might
not seem impressive until you remember that a
winning record is something this team has not seen
in a long time.
Before the season, Guevara said his team would
be inexperienced and that until they get some
game time things would be a little rough.
Well, he was right. The team has played
brilliantly at times and miserably at others.
"Our kids are really improving in the basics of
the game and in the finesse that it takes to use
them." says Guevara. "So far it has been a very
good year with everything going about as planned.
The best game we played we lost." He was
refering to the 72-65 loss in Stockton to UOP. "But
then we haven’t won in that gym in years."
One factor that has really hurt is the loss of
guard Eric Saulny. the only man that had any real
experience on the team. Saulny got five games
under his belt before his knee went out. At last
report. efforts were still being made to get him
another year’s eligibility.
In the meantime. Pete Miller and Ken Mickey
have filled in admirably for SauIn% with both
guards averaging around 14 points per game.
One big surprise has been the play of
sophomore Earl Hogue under the boards. At times
it seems as though he is the only man on the court
for either team that can get a rebound. Ron Fair,
however, leads the team in that department.
With Long Beach State legislated out of
post-season competition. SJSU still has a chance at
the PCAA title, hut the effort will have to be
tremendous as their record in the conference is 2-5.

Pro soccer slated
for Spartan Stadium
Milan Mandaric. ho recent]) purchased the rights
to a Bay Area franchise in the North American
Soccer League, has announced the team will play
in Spartan Stadium if the expansion of the
stadium does not change its bargaining status.
This means that big league sports has finally
arrived in San Jose. The area has long been a big
supporter of the sport. Said San Jose Major Norm
Mineta. "There seems to he a natural interest here
due probably to a very large Portugese and
Mexican-American population."
Mandaric said. "I think San Jose is particularly
ideal because there is more soccer interest, better
weather during the summer and more people than
in other Bay Area cities.
"Now, if we can just field a winning team ..."

SPRING SCHEDULES
Track
SI’l E:

OPPONENT:

DATE:
MARCH
2
9
17
23

Hayward State
San Francisco State
Stanford
ITA
long Beach
Colorado

SJSU

6
13

Washington State
Idaho State
Occidental
U.C. Inine
Washington

SJSU
SJSU

San Jose Invitational
West Coast Relays
PCAA Finals
California Relays

SJSU
Fresno
F resno
Modesto

Kennedy Games
NCAA Finals

Berkeley
Austin. res.

APRIL

SJSU

5
6
9
10
12
13

Irvine
Seattle

MAY
II
18
25

Guard Pete Miller battles Long
Beach power on boards

SJSU
LA

APRII.

27

Spartans invited
to big tourneys

7

2

16
19
20
/3
28
30

SAN FRANCISCO
STATE
’Los Angeles State
*Los Angeles State (2)
*Fresno State (2)
CHICO STATE
*LONG BEACH STATE
"LONG BEACH STATE
(2)
’Pacific (2)
*UC Santa Barbara
*UC Santa Barbara (2)
’PACIFIC (2)
Santa Clara
ST. MARY’S

MUNICIPAL STADIUM
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Fresno
SPARTAN DIAMOND
PAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
Stockton
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
Buck Shaw Stadium
Alt NI( IPAL STADIUM

JUNE
6-8

SJSU’s basketball fortunes skyrocketed early this
month with the announcement by athletic director
John Caine that the Spartans have firm contracts
to appear in the prestigious Rainbow Classic and
Oklahoma City Tournaments the next two seasons.
Caine said the 1974 Rainbow Classic is slated
for December 26-30 and added the Spartans would
probably arrive at the islands on December 24. He
said the 1975 Oklahoma City Tournament is set
for December 26-29.
"The Rainbow and Oklahoma City Tournaments
are two of the most prestigious and sought-after
basketball classics in the country," Caine said.
"The Rainbow Classic is important because so
many young players want to go over and compete
in it, so it has obvious recruiting value. The
Oklahoma City Tournament is important because
it is the oldest in the nation and is rich in
tradition."

Baseball
SITE:

OPPONENT:
DATE:
MARCH
1
2
5
8
9
12
15
16
18
20
22
23
24
26
29
30

HAYWARD STATE:
HUMBOI.Dr STATE (2)
SANTA CLARA
STANFORD
Stanford (2)
CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO
STATE
San Francisco State (2)
UNIVERSITY OF
OREGON
OREGON STATE
UNIVERSITY
OREGON STATE
UNIVERSITY
UC Davis (2)
UC DAVIS
SANTA CLARA
*FRESNO STATE
*FRESNO STATE (2)

MUNICIPAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
Sunken Diamond
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
San Francisco
MUNICIPAI. STADIUM
MUNICIPAL STADIUM
MUNICIPAL
Davis
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL

STADIUM
STADIUM
STADIUM
STADIUM
STADIUM

The Alumni Association at press time had
just completed negotiations for an extensive
package of charter flights to Europe during the
summer months.
A brochure listing all the flights will be available
from the Alumni Office by February 25. Please
contact the office and a brochure will be sent by
return mail.
The charter flights are available to members of
the Alumni Association and their families and
depart from the San Francisco Bay Area
throughout the summer months.
Because of new regulations regarding this type of
travel package, reservations must be made 100 days
in advance.

TIRE SYSTEMS INC./ flgr SJSU ALUMNI
MEMBERS
GROUP DISCOUNT WHOLESALERS

Tires, Batteries, Shocks, Meg Wheels

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE BUYING PRIVILEGES PLUS:

*FREE FLAT REPAIR (Tubeless:
passenger car drop center wheels
FREE TIRE MOUNTING on standard
CHECK
SAFETY
*FREE
*FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
FREE WHEEL ROTATION (5,000 Mile).
Show your SJSU Alumni Association mmbership card, or th nclosd SPARTAN
San Jose Ansa
Oakland -Richmond Area
South Peninsula Area
709 STIERUN ROAD
satt CHRISTI! AVENUE
536 II. BROKAW RD.
MOUNTAIN VOW, CA 94040
PHONE (415) 9611-6100

6

UMRYVILLE, CA 9460$
PHONE 14151 654-3493

SAN 1014, CA 95112
PHONE (4011) 292-1247

prit list to tak advantage of these discount prics.
San Leandro -Hayward Area
Sacramento Area
1700 MAST. WTI
O. ST.)
SACRAMENTO. CA 95514
MON/ (16) 441-0477

1972 WILLIAMS STRII7
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577
PHONE (415) 357.6211

Alumni to sponsor opera seminar
That class on opera is finally here. All you ever
wanted to know about the performers, music and
drama of the experience that is opera can be
discovered at an intensive five-day symposium at
SJSU March 29-April 2.
And a live performance of "The Barber of
Seville" is thrown in at no extra charge.
The Alumni Association will co-sponsor the
symposium, which will feature members of the
Western Opera Theater of San Francisco. They
will lead panel discussions and demonstrations on
topics ranging from make-up and lighting
technique to the challenge of composing opera
music.
Climaxing the session will be the full orchestral
performance of "The Barber" at DeAnza’s Flint
Center in Cupertino.
The symposium. including the performance and
an informal dinner, costs $65. For registration and
course details, write to Extension Services, SJSU,
95192 or call (408) 277-2211.

Mezzo Sandy Bush shows off some of the costume and
make-up design to be featured at opera seminar.

Currently a lecturer at SJSU. Dr. Porat is the
founder and director of the Center for Creativity
and Growth and is in private practice as a licensed
marriage counselor.
Another Day Collegeoffering. scheduled May 14
and 16. will feature Dr. Jack Holland. professor of
management, speaking on "Self-Motivation
Through Self-Awareness." Dr. Holland will analyze
the latent power and intelligence within man
during the two-night session.
The Rev. Robert S. Bowles. of The Presbyterian
Church of Sunnyvale. will teach a third Day
College class. entitled "Death and Life."
Scheduled for six Monday evenings from April
I5-May 20, the class will feature seminars
concerning films and literature that have death as
their theme as well as religious interpretations of
life after death.
For registration details, contact the Alumni
Association, 210 E. San Carlos, or phone (408)
277-3235.

Golden Grad reunion set

Day Colleges to explore
sex, motivation, death

Golden Grad President Clarence Crouser ’23 will
preside at the May 18 Golden Grad Reunion and
Luncheon which will honor the Class of 1924.
Plans for the II a.m. reception which will be
followed by a noon luncheon are well underway.
according to Crouser. Complete details will be
announced in the April edition of the SPARTAN.

Sex, motivation, and death will be the three topics
featured in Alumni Day College sessions this
semester.
Psychologist and lecturer Dr. Frieda Porat will
explode the myths and explore the realities of
sexual relations when she presents her Day
College, titled "Human Sexuality." The class is
slated April 27, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on campus.
"We will talk frankly about the myth of
frigidity, the various kinds of climax, and how to
get maximum pleasure from sex," says Dr. Porat
of her conference.

The Association is making every effort to
communicate with alumni about SJSU’s needs as
well as the growing list of benefits to association
members. The latest project, which began early
this month, is a series of monthly phone-athons,
designed to get the Association’s story to grads in
the immediate San Jose area.
Watts said everyone scheduled to receive a call
will first receive an informative postcard that will
outline details of the phone drive.

Phone-athon now underway

FOUR GOOD REASONS FOR JOINING THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
El I.

MO 11.11 IM
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II

SFIN LOSE ST1TTE UNA/RIMY I
Just in case you hadn’t noticed ... you’re a
UNVERSITY graduate. Congratulations! On
January I. your alma mater became San Jose State
University. And by joining the Alumni Association
today you can continue an affiliation with one of
America’s finest universities. And you’ll be
informed in advance about scholarly, cultural and
sporting events at the University.

The rah. rah days of
collegiate life are alive and
well at SJSU. In addition to
football and basketball
receptions, the Association
sponsors reunions, the annual
Golden Grad Luncheon and
Homecoming activities. And
currently in the planning
stages are Area Club
activities throughout the
state.

1
1
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MI MI
MI MI

1
1
el
Your education doesn’t stop with your degree. So the
Association annually sponsors a series of continuing
education seminars and classes on topics ranging from
car care to human sexuality, self motivation to how to
profit from a job change and from conflict in marriage
to transactional analysis.

II
II
II
II

The SPARTAN tabloid is now mailed to over
45,000 alumni five times each school year. Bob
Pellerin ’73 is the editor of the publication and
urges alumni to write him regarding the
SPARTAN and to send in photographs and
materials for "The Old Gang."

1
1
1

lb
imsMORE: Library Privileges, MI
miAND A WHOI.E LOT
Extensive Travel Program, Group Insurance Package. Annual

Giving, Student Scholarships & Financial Aid. Merchandise offers and Alumni Day Colleges.
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Profiles

Once an all-league guard on the SJSU football
team. 1947 grad Ken Stanger now tackles the
problems of education. But a lot has happened to
the big man between those easy-going college days
and his days now as principal of Lynbrook High
School in San Jose.
It all started when the SJSU gridders arrived in
Honolulu in December. 1941. to play in a benefit
for the Honolulu police widows and orphan fund.
However, the game was pre-empted by the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. which Stanger
witnessed from the Hotel Moana.
Team members were recruited by the island
police shortly after the attack to aid in a time of
what Stanger termed "hysteria." "At first there was
the problem of whether or not we could trust the
Japanese on the island." Stanger related. "We
learned later that we need never have doubted
their loyalty." he said.
Police were still needed, however, to aid with
clogged roads, curfew confusion, and blackouts
Stanger said.

Everybody likes a bargain especially Kathy
Filaseta. who graduated from SJSU in January.
In fact, she likes them so much that she
co-authored a book telling of more than 300 places
where you can get one.
The book. Bargin Hunting in San Francisco
and the Bay Area (see hook reviews, page 2). is
newly published and is the product of three
months and 12.000 miles of research by Kathy. a
home economics major. and Sally Solich. a
Moraga housewife.
The philosophy behind the book (which lists
mostly discount, surplus. and used merchandise
stores) is based on Kathy’s prime objective: getting
the most value for the dollar.
"People have been duped long enough by
retailers convincing them only perfect goods meet
their needs. The consumers are now questioning
the validity of what people are telling them: they
are investigating more and find they can make
their money go farther," says Kathy.
Kathy cites 50-100 per cent clothing and 120 per
cent furniture mark-ups by retailers. She supports
her data by experience in retail.
Registered with the San Francisco Speaker’s
Bureau, Kathy has no definite plans for the future,
although her present interest lies with consumer
protection.

Two keeks alter the attack the team returned to
San Jose. but Stanger stayed on as a police officer.
He walked beats and did routine work for awhile
and then became a radio dispatcher. which he
worked at for more than two years.
When the war moved south. Stanger enlisted in
the Navy and served for two years. Then he
returned to SJSU to finish his senior year.
"I wanted to go ahead with education to get to
the kids before they have an association with the
police."
After graduation, Stanger coached at Fremont
High in Sunnyvale for the next 11 years. Then he
served as vice-principal at Cupertino High for six
years. He moved to Lynbrook as its first principal
when it opened nine years ago.
Stanger came to SJSU from his birthplace of
Pasadena. Calif.. on a athletic scholarship. His wife
Betty is a nurse and they have six children.
Stanger says he is happy with the way education
is moving. "Today’s education prompts their
questions. They synthesize better than they used
to. That’s something education can be proud of."

WAYNE POOLE PHOTO

What would be an appropriate hobby for the
chairman of the Santa Clara County Transit
District?
Bicycling? Hiking, perhaps?
Maybe so. But for Donald A. Frolich, Cupertino
city councilman and 1956 SJSU alumnus, his spare
all nine
time activity is pampering his Cadillacs
of them.
Frolich explains that owning nine Cads is just as
as long as
ecologically sound as owning one
you drive only one at a time. Once a year, though.
Frolich brings out the whole fleet, including his
1939. 16 cylinder model, for his city’s Pioneer Day
Parade.
As chairman of the county transit district.
Frolich takes his job seriously.
People in the Bay Area enjoy a pretty good
standard of living and a good freeway system.
Frolich asserts. They will not give up their cars
unless the alternative is worth it.
He notes that Santa Clara County is different
from areas like Washington. D.C. and New York
City. where a dense population concentrates on
getting to centralized places of work.
Here. he says. both ends are diffused. Heavy
commuting comes from many points and goes out
to many areas.
To conquer the problem. a dial -a-ride system
whereby a telephone call will bring a vehicle to
the nearest corner (if not your home) and shuttle
you to the route bus is scheduled for operation
this summer.
Frolich said that 134 buses will be added to the
present 70 bus system. Dispatching will be handled
via computer, resulting in a data bank build-up to
show where the system is most needed.
A research engineer at NASA. Frolic!) became
interested in city government while president of a
Cupertino homeowners association. He was
appointed to the Cupertino planning commission
in 1961 and became chairman of that body in
1964. Frolich was elected to the city council in
1970 and last year served as mayor.
Even with his job, his public duties and his auto
collection. Frolich still finds time to sit down at his
piano and play his favorite music Dixieland
jazz. He entertains with seven others in the Jubilee
Jazz Band and periodically gets together to play
locally with his own little group, The Storyville
Jazz Band.

DAVE

JACK PEAK
TRAVEL

WATTELL

Student Relations Representative

Specializing in alumni trips to Hawaii and
the world.

BANKOF AMERICA
Second and San Carlos Office

1221 Lincoln Ave.

280 South Second Street San /our 95113 1408) 277 /286

San Jose, Ca. 95125

Phone
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Rep. charles Gubser ’34

GESTETNER DUPLICATING MACHINES’
SPECIALISTS IN
OFFICE
DUPLICATING
Ild
SINCE 1881
Duplicators, Hand and Electric. Stencils; Inks
All Colors; Writing and Drawing Accessories;
Electronic and Die-cut Stencil Services.
Authorized Sales and Service.
"WHERE TO BUY THEM"
GESTETNER CORPORATION
1750 Junction Av
.2e

297-6367

Locally Owned & Operated
Complete Line of
Quality French Bread
1854 S. 7th

293-3040

In Memoriam

Plot bid 4a
1923
Retired clergyman Rev. Clarence Crouser invites
all his fellow graduates to the Golden Grad
celebration in May on campus. Rev. Crouser will
preside at the reunion.
1934
Capt. Mel Hornbeck. 63, wound up a 37-year
career with the San Jose Police Department last
month. Hornbeck set up his department’s first
formal traffic investigation bureau.
Rep. Charles S. Gubser. who began as a Gilroy
farmer and school teacher, announced that he ,will
retire this year after spending II terms in the
House of Representath es for the 10th District.
Nationally. Gubser is hest known for his
leadership in pushing through reforms in House
voting procedures. In his home region. his most
lasting contribution may well he his championing
of water legislation. particularly the San Felipe
project.
1935
Barton Collins. 62. a policeman for more than 38
years and San Jose Police Department’s chief of
detectives for more than a quarter of a century.
will turn in his badge March I.
1940
Jeanette Medved Van Vleck and husband Bill
(’41) still live in Coronado. where she teaches
kindergarten and he is an associate professor at the
University of San Diego. On the agenda is a
sightseeing and study trip to Spain. France. Italy
and Portugal.
1941
Independent Colleges of Northern California.
Inc. has announced the election of Carl W.
Stubenrauch as president. Stubenrauch is currently
northern California vice-president of Pacific
Telephone, working out of San Jose.

UNITED FRENCH
BAKERIES, INC.

1942
Rear Adm. Martin D. Carmody, 57. who received
the Distinguished Flying Cross and a Presidential
Citation for his flying heroics in World War II. has
been named to command the 12th Naval District.
Traveling here from Norfork, Va.. Carmody and
his wife Barbara will live on Treasure Island.
1946
Carmendale Fernandes. already the recipient of
numerous awards for her work as speech coach
and teacher at Fremont High in Sunnyvale. was
named one of the top five women in the nation by
the Speech Communication Association last month.
Miss Fernandes was the only high school teacher
so honored.
1947
Dwight Geduldig, of Sacramento, is serving as
director of the state’s Department of Human
Resources Development. His wife Dorothy (Nybro)
who also graduated from SJSU in ’47 is a teacher.
1949
Chris Panopulos continues to face the future
with confidence. He set up a $1,000 trust fund for
SJSU which will pay off 100 years from now. He
has just added another $250 to it. By 2070. he
estimates, the principal and interest will hit $100
million, a figure he hopes will encourage others to
make similar investments in the university’s future.
1950
Nick Lickwar, who is currently manager of the
San Jose Civic Auditorium, is scheduled to be
manager of the new enlarged Spartan Stadium.
1953
Chadwick C. &Iola. manager of the Redwood
Bank main office on Montgomery Street in San
Francisco. has been promoted to senior vice
president.
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1925
Mrs. Kathryn A. Marrs, 68, a school teacher in
the San ,lose area for several years and a long-time
valley resident, died in late November after a long
illness.
Born in West Virginia, Mrs. Marrs was brought
to California as a child and went on to earn a general
education degree from San Jose State Teachers College. She taught many years at Saratoga School,
among other assignmegts.
1933
Mrs. Edna Countryman, 61. of 17064 Pine St.,
succumbed to cancer January 18 at a San Jose
hospital. Mrs. Countryman was a part owner of the
Countryman Oldsmobile-Cadillac dealership located
in Los Gatos.
Affiliated with Alpha Chi Omega .sorority while
attending San Jose State. Mrs. Countryman earned
her teaching credential in 1933.
Mildred Collins. 79, retired chef for the S.ISt Ilonie
F:conomic Department. passed away early this month.
Born in Haver, Mont.. Mrs. Collins was a San Jose
resident for 32 years. She retired from her job at SiSt
at age 65.
1955
Dr. Arthur P. Annis has been appointed
vice-president of Contemporary Research Inc., a
minority-owned Los Angeles consulting firm.
1957
Dick Vermeil. 37-year-old backfield coach of the
Los Angeles Rams and former UCLA assistant,
was named UCLA’s new head football coach last
month. Vermeil played at SJSU from 1954 through
1956 and was the starting quarterback his last two
seasons. He later served as an assistant on John
Ralston’s staff at Stanford.
Howard Rose was recently promoted to
vice-president of sales for the John F. Greer
surgical appliances company of Oakland.
William Sntythe was appointed president of the
Mercedes-Benz national dealer council. Smythe
will be involved in arranging meetings across the
U.S. among nearly 400 Mercedes-Benz dealers. He
will also co-ordinate activities between the U.S.
sales organization in Montvale. N.J.. and the
factory in Stuttgart, W. Germany.
Appointment of Dr. Lloyd J. McClanahan as
superintendent of Franklin -McKinley School
District was announced late January.
1958
Harold Stephenson has been elected president of
the Santa Clara County Big Brothers Steering
Committee. He has served as a Big Brother for the
past three years and is owner of Direct Action
Agency.
(Continued on Page 10)
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INONGTOMERY ELEVATORS

Elevators Escalators
Power walks & Ramps
Dumbwaiters
Residence Elevators
Maintenance &
Modernization
1016 Stockton Ave.
San Jose ... 294-7131

student get-acquainted special
SLACKS Of PANTS Art Cleaners

74c
with this coupon
offer expires March 31

9th I Surto Cies
10 porcont discaunt
with AlaTIli card
David Rosenthal ’15

11.11’ THIS 1111110\

Moderne

Meet
Tony Jackson 71

DRUG CO.

Estate Planner
Personal d Buslnss
Insuranc

Professional Pharmacists
OPEN ’TIL . . .

PHONI
I

293-7500 I

MIDNIGHT

SECOND /1,
SANTA CLARA STS.

EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR

SAN JOSE

Wishing the ’74 Spartans
a great Spring Semester

CUPERTINO NURSERY
& FLORIST

at
THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

1665 WILLOW

SAN JOSE

267-2700

Cupertino Store:
10431 N. Sunnyvale Rd.
Campbell Store:
700 Almarlda Dr.

252-3560
378-5177

Continued yoni page v
1959

Jeff Jones writes that he is now the manager of
technical marketing for Datacraft Corp. in
Plantation. Fla.
Robert For has been reappointed to serve on the
Board of Port Commissioners at Port Stockton.
Foy is currentls vice-president of the Pacific
Storage Company of Stockton and general
manager of Bekins Moving and Storage Agency
Di% ision.
Don Lucas has been elected treasurer of the San
Jose Chamber of Commerce. Lucas will also serve
as an advisor to the newly formed San Jose
Earthquakes professional soccer franchise.
Dr. Edward E. Black, dentist and oral surgeon,
has been appointed assistant professor of surgery
in the voluntary faculty of the Drew Postgraduate
Medical School. Dr. Black served as acting chief of
oral surgery in the Martin Luther King. Jr..
General Hospital and continues to contribute to it.

1960
Jack Harwell reports he is teaching sociology at
Crafton Hills College in Yucaipa. Wife Joan C591
is teaching fourth grade in San Bernardino.
11.B. Bearman has just completed one sear v,ith
the Board of Grants Administration for the Oh of
Los Angeles.
1961
Trat:v Godfrey is a section supers I.:or in the
Santa Ana unemplosment insurance office, a
department of Human Resources Development.
1962
Rosen tart Aooni Siver,,m. an instructor for
Tri-Chem Liquid 1 mbroidery in Santa Clara. has
been promoted to do ision leader. She will nos% he
training new instructors as %%ell as providing
service to customers.
Diablo S\ stems in Hayward has named Robert
McCollougk fitrmerly %%id% Advanced Memory
Systems in Sunnyvale. as chief engineer for disk
products.
1964
Terry Douglas was recently promoted to senior
staff counsel of the trial section for the State
Compensation Insurance Fund. Douglas got his
law degree from the Link ersits of San Francisco.
Richard Heideman. uhi) IS IA ith the K & F
Insurance Association of San Jose, has been named
Life Manager for Security Life of Denver.
U.S. Air Force Capt. Donald R. Bertoldo has
been awarded the Airman’s Medal for saving the

ITiot Old 4atig..4

Dr. Arthur Annis ’55

Dr. Edward Black ’59

life of a drowning man. Capt. Bertoldo Nv as serving
in the Phillipines earls’ last sear when he rescued
an unconscious man from a cold water mountain
river and revised him by applying artificial
respiration.
1965
Hidter Howard v, rites that for the past si \ ears
he has been working v ith the Naval Coastal
Systems Lahorator\ in Panama City. Fla. -"1 ight
months in South Vietnam. four in Havian and
man\ other short trips around the U.S. have made
my job an extremely interesting one." reports
Howard.
James D. HUrne, manager of Great Western
Savings and Loan’s Salinas branch, has been
elected a vice-president.
1967
Philip Hiaring, 28. son of the editor and
publisher of "Wines and Vines" magazine, has
joined the staff of the 54-year-old San Francisco
wine industry publication. Hiaring had been
publicity manager at Crocker Bank since 1969.
1968
Eli:abeth Louis Miehe, a music major. was
married to Stanley Crawford Loft last November
in San Jose. The new Mrs. Loft earned a teaching
credential from SJSU and received her master’s
degree in music from the University of Southern
California.
1969
Julie Sue Jackson of Palo Alto and Barry Allan
Scott of Sunnyvale. both SJSU grads. were wed
last November in Palo Alto. She is employed by

Ben Flores ’70

Dennis Damns 72

Palo Alto Unified School District. He is employed
by Bechtel Corp. as a civil engineer.
Navy Lieutenant James R. McKen:ie graduated
from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey.
Calif.. with a degree in Aeronautical Engineering.
Harlan Corenman. who graduated from Foothill
College. earned a bachelor’s degree in ads crtising
at SJSU and then a master’s in mass
communications, has been named assistant product
manager by Browne Vintners in San Francisco.
1970
Ben H. Flores has been appointed national
product manager for hot melt adhesives by Union
Oil Company of California. He will be working
out of Palatine, Ill.
0. Lee Squires. 26. has been named director of
advertising and public relations for Mirassou
Vineyards. San Jose.
Donald MacDougall, employed by the Santa
Clara County Assessor’s office, was recently elected
to the national board of directors of the Society of
Auditor-Appraisers.
1972
De Anza College’s multi-cultural co-ordinator
Edward W. Kawa,:oe has been appointed to the
Santa Clara County Human Relations
Commission.
Dennis Ducan has been promoted to vice
president in the Asia-Australia division of Bank of
America’s International Banking department
94419949494444441,94194.94414944914499999449,916.
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SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

S RECOMMENDED CALL 297-7775

. . . WANTED . . .
Financial and Estate Planning
Management Trainee
For San Jose & Monterey Area
Send resume to:
John F. Wilcox & Assoc.
777 N. 1st
San Jose, Ca. 95112

CURTIS LINDSAY INC.
48 YEARS IN
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
OFFICE PRODUCTS AND FURNITURE
COMMERCIAL INTERIOR DESIGN
STATIONERY FOR HOME AND OFFICE
77 SOUTH FIRST 1200 COLEMAN
246-1200

Alumni bookshelf
Continued from page 2
The authors have also visited auctions, flea
markets, wrecking yards, and, yes, even garage
sales in quest of something next-to-nothing. They
don’t spoil the search as much as they merely tell
the buyer where to search.
The entries in this book are mostly businesses.
but their proprietors have sacrificed something
advertising or showroom. perhaps to reduce
their prices. What madames Filaseta and Socolich
have done is find the places where they’re willing
to sacrifice the most. Bravo.
E.S.
mng sacred cows
THE PROPHIT
by Randy Berkman ’70
Kushner Publishers, 1973
In 1923 Lebanese author Kahil Gibran published
his inspirational masterpiece, The Prophet. Today,
51 years later, while Gibran’s work still occupies
prominent bookstore displays, a Spartan alumnus
has published a parody of it.

Randy Berkman. a 1970 philosophy-psychology
grad, imitates Gibran’s style and structure in The
Lo..,t.e covers and
formats
ofb
both oks are
iI
o
humorously similar. and any disciple of Gibran
might at first be palled with righteous indignation.
just as any opponent would be ecstatic with
profane laughter. Both, however. would be misled.
For upon reading Berkman’s work. we see it is
I. the Lebanese spiritualist who is under attack.
Rather, Berkman’s main thrust is at every sacred
cow a that most hallowed a cliches: The
American Way of Life.
Unfortunately, the author falls prey to cliche
himself. For all its saving graces the masterful
use a Gibran’s style and the finger-pointing at
inherent fraud The Prophit’s satirical punch is a
little too gentle. a little too playful and just a bit
silly.
The Pitophit is Richard, who begins his day
"meditating on the morning Dow Jones averages."
His phony philosophy dominates the text. chorused
by stockholders. contractors. divinity students,
psychologists. lawyers, and one, "Martha, the first
one to believe in him when he had purchased
Ampex at 43/4."
Richard spews forth platitudes that sould like a
cross between an Eastern holy man and a
rnid-western hardware store owner:
II- "Time is profit

and efficiency made measurable." Richard tells
.1
gathered around a time clock.
"Goodness is striving for material gain. the
defeat of the unamericans." he admonishes the
moralist who asks him to speak of good and evil.
"Goodness is also the promotion of the American
way throughout the earth so that the entire world
may be as Los Angeles."
The satire occasionally. though. is effective and
strikes a rather sobering chord, as in his rhetorical
questions on children and self-knowledge: "For are
ySur children other than barriers against the
aching emptiness of unfilled dreams?"
Currently a clinical psychology student at the
California School for Pmfessional Psychology.
Berkman has other prose and poetry to his credit.
including journal articles on alternate methods in
psychotherapy, stories on semantics and Zen. a
sentimental "Reir..rnbering Abn Watts," and a
book of Haiku.
’These show an innovative mind and an effective
writing style. On the basis of such writings, as well
as the best of The Prophit. we can hope for more
good things from this talented writer.
Tom Suddick

THE BEST BARGASIN
IN liONG KONG BEGIN HERE
,
.
...
lioNG KoNG Now fRom $49,x
FOR 11 DMS &9 NIGHTS
including: Airfare, Hotels .:,.,.f.)..... - 0 ! a
&Tii’o Meals A Dav
This year why not take the btg trip -because this
year you can travel to the Orient at bargain prices
You’ll ask II that means trimming away all the niceties. Hardly. The low fare includes, roundtrip flight via
Trans International Airlines luxurious wide-bodied
DC -10 featuring in-flight meal and beverage service:
you’ll also enjoy a movie aloft, Accommodations for
nine nights at either the deluxe Hyatt Regency or the
brand new Furama. lull American breakfast daily and
gourmet dinners nightly at the Orient’s top restaurants.
You11 also be treated lo such fun extras as a rum
punch party, a cocktail party and a special Chinese
banquet. And don’t worry about transfers to and from
your hotel -they’ll be taken care of too.
All you have to do is enjoy
the beauty of the
Orient, ladder streets, the world’s most exquisite harbor, the finest blending of elegant British tradition and
the endless fascination of the Orient Here you can
shop to your heart’s content in the most outstanding
marketplace anywhere -you’ll find cameras. jewelry,
clothing. china, rugs, antiques and exquisite objects
of art from China.
all at prices you cannot believe,
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’including 15% tax and services

Return to:
Creative World Travel, 254 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94108 (415) 398-2909
as deposit
Enclosed please find $
as full payment El
number Of persons.
for
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Bangkok and Taipei
are a bargain too.
While you’re in the Orient why not venture to Bangkok, capital of Thailand -the "land of smiles" This
fairyland city rich with history is yours for three days
and two nights for an unbelievable S199 plus tax and
services
Or see Taipei on the splendid island of Taiwan Here
you must visit the Palace Museum which houses the
world’s largest collection of Oriental art Two days and
one night S145 plus tax and services
so this year why take a trip to the usual placeswhen an adventure is waiting for you in Hong Kong

THE SAN JOSE STATE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION invites all members
and their immediate families to
Hong Kong.
Departing March 29, April 27, May
31 (changed from May 15) and
June 18, 1974 from Oakland.

.4.,

.

Make check or money order payable to:

HONG KONG IS ...
$100 minimum deposit per person.
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Final payment due 45 days before departure.
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DEPARTURE DATE
DEPARTURE CITY

Swum this reeervation immediately
Insure space. Reservations limited.

to

Rates based on double occupancy.
Single rates $100 additional.
Please send me your HONG KONG
brochure.
Offered lo Aff,n,ty groups only-minomurn 40 people
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posium organized by SJSU Yr
John H. Bunzel.
Bunzel told the Spartan
Tuesday the passports of
Mihajlov and Milovan Djilas
leading Yugoslavian intellectin
critics of the regime, were with
keep them from speaking at thE
long meeting of the Am
Association for the Advancerr
ScLence, presently being held
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alumni associatioi

San Jose State University
210 E. San Carlos Street
San Jose. California 95192

The tentative budget plan for 19
A.S. Council meeting yesterday.
The A.S. budget proposal was
"The Constitution," said Leona
the council so they may refer it

"This is a balanced budget,"
A.S. councilman Furouz Sedan
supported the process.

"I believe the council should pi
he said. "Then we can publicize
chance to submit their own bud

"In this way," he continued, ’
receiving just one budget."
Leonardi immediately responc

Two -cent i

slated to I

The eight-cent letter and the 1
airmail stamp will become a tt.
the past staring this weekend.
At 12:01 Saturday morning, th
Postal Service will enact a tvi
increase on all postage rates.
According to Ray Buchner, Sa
postal customer service clerk,
will be mailed for 10 cents, aii
items for 13 cents. Postcards in r
mail will go from six to eight cer
airmail cards from nine to 11 c
Packaged mail will also feel
fects of the increase. For exan
one- to two-pound package
locally will increase from 60 cent
cents. If that same package
destined for New York, it woi
crease from $1.05 to $1.25.
Buchner pointed out that a 50
local package will rise from $
$2.39. The same package to Nev
will increase in postal price frorr
to $12.73 on the sliding scale.
"The postal service feels thE
this final increase we can mak
meet," Buchner said.
The postal worker explained
rate increases originally
scheduled for Jan. 5 of this
However, the Cost of Living 1
ordered a delay.
The higher denomination starr
already been printed and an
printing of the old eight- and
stamps was necessitated.
"The mail is just now becomin
efficient with less and less mix
Buchner said. He explained thE
service initiated many new ic
machinery and organization v
took over the previously gover
owned service five years ago.
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